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Collaborative learning systems (CLS) have received increasing research attention owing 
to advances in computer-mediated learning technology as well as paradigmatic shifts in 
the educational arena. To better understand the circumstances under which the use of CLS 
would enhance learning efficiency, the current study seeks to gain an insight on the 
possible interactions among cultural diversity, leadership, and group size, within the 
context of CLS. An understanding of their effects, singly and jointly, on variables 
including learning performance, satisfaction with process, and attitude toward CLS usage 
will provide important practical guidelines in CLS design and usage. In particular, this 
study seeks answers to the following research questions in the CLS context: 
 
1. How do heterogeneous groups differ from homogeneous groups in the condition with 
or without a leader? 
2. How do heterogeneous groups differ from homogeneous groups as group size varies? 
3. How do groups with leadership differ from groups without leadership as group size 
varies? 
 
The theoretical underpinnings involve different disciplines including pedagogical 
psychology, computer-supported collaborative learning, media effect theories, and 
teamwork literature. Based on the review of existing literature, a research model and 
predicative hypotheses were developed for the subsequent empirical testing. 
 
A laboratory experiment with a 2X2X2 factorial design was conducted, involving 80 
subjects, to test the hypotheses. The main findings include the following. Cultural 
 ix
diversity was found to have a more significant positive effect on performance in groups 
with leadership than those without leadership. Leadership lowered learners' satisfaction 
with process in homogeneous groups (as compared to heterogeneous groups) and smaller 
groups (as compared to larger groups). Moreover, learners' attitude toward CLS usage 
was influenced positively with greater cultural diversity, but negatively with presence of 
leadership and larger group size. 
 
This study has provided practical guidelines in conducting CLS-mediated collaborative 
learning activities together with important suggestions for future system development. 





The promising capability of computer and communication technologies has opened the 
door to new opportunities for collaborative learning, which refers to a learning process 
where two or more people work together to create meaning, explore a topic, or improve 
skills (Harasim et al., 1995). Collaborative Learning Systems (CLS) have been designed 
and implemented to provide computer-supported environments aiming to facilitate 
collaborative learning, especially distributed groups. CLS have received increasing 
research attention due to its important potential in facilitating the collaboration and 
participation process and hence improve learning (Alavi and Leidner, 2001). A substantial 
amount of empirical evidence demonstrates that computer-mediated cooperative learning 
tended to have positive impacts on learning process (Yu, 2001) and instructional design 
(Cheng and Yen, 1998).  
 
Rather than asking whether the use of CLS improves learning efficiency, a more pertinent 
and intriguing question is under what conditions the use of CLS would enhance learning 
efficiency – as there can be moderators that influence the CLS usage. CLS, as a medium, 
has demonstrated impacts on collaborative learning. According to the theory of media 
synchronicity, media characteristics of CLS can shape communication processes; 
nonetheless, there are other aspects worthy of studying. We posit that issues surrounding 
CLS cannot be adequately addressed without considering pertinent contextual factors. 
Whereas there may be a myriad of relevant factors, this paper looks at cultural diversity, 
leadership, and group size, as it should be noted that an all-purpose framework that 
measure all influences of all variables affecting the CLS usage is almost impossible. 
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 Hofstede (1997) has referred to national culture as the collective programming of the 
mind which distinguishes the inhabitants of one country from another. Cultural diversity 
must be addressed in the CLS context, as there is a growing diversity in the student 
population in terms of nationality (Hammonds et al., 1997); as well, alterations on 
collaboration can be traced to cultural diversity (Feather 1999). Depending on the 
composition of the group, students’ cultural background influences interaction and 
learning in cooperative small groups (Cotton, 1993). In the current study, heterogeneous 
groups, whose members are of different (national) cultural backgrounds, are expected to 
bring together and make available a wider variety of skills, information and experiences 
that could potentially improve the quality of collaborative learning (Rich, 1997); such 
groups are inherently less prone to the “groupthink” (Janis, 1982) syndrome. However, a 
direct consequence of cultural diversity is communication distortion because basic modes 
of communication differ among people from different cultural backgrounds 
(Chidambaram, 1992). Information communication technology has been investigated for 
its role in addressing the effect of cultural diversity on collaborative learning (Thurston, 
2004). 
 
The importance of leadership has been highlighted in research of distributed groups 
linked via computer-mediated communication systems (Hiltz and Turoff, 1985; Hiltz et 
al., 1991). Leaders have been found to affect, through their influence acts, collaboration 
and hence the performance and satisfaction of other members (Napier and Gershenfeld, 
1985). Leadership is crucial in studying distributed groups, since virtual systems are most 
effective when collaboration among learners is achieved (Alavi and Leidner, 2001).  A 
functional perspective assumes that leadership is a process and the role of a leader is to 
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keep the group focused on the assigned learning task, and make sure that all members of 
the group have an opportunity to participate in the collaboration (Skala et al., 2000). 
Groups with centralized leadership tend to be effective and efficient, although the morale 
of ordinary group members tends to drop (Napier and Gershenfeld, 1985). A possible 
reason is that members tend to be happier with the collaboration process when they can 
participate freely; nonetheless such “open” environments are usually achieved at the 
expense of time taken for task accomplishment. In general, Skala et al.’s (2002) findings 
tallie with the leadership literature. 
 
In the context of computer supported collaborative learning, group size has been 
identified as an important factor that requires more investigation with respect to 
interaction (Strijbos et al., 2003). Interaction patterns and learning benefits differ between 
dyads (two members), small groups (three to six members) and large groups (sever or 
more), especially if participation equality or shared products are required (Strijbos et al., 
2003; Wilkinson and Fung, 2002). Therefore, group size has been identified as a critical 
element as regards interaction in studying collaborative learning. The need for greater 
efforts in researching group size has generally been noted (Gros, 2001). Further, it is 
observed that, in the context of CSCL, research that compares different group sizes and 
their effect on interaction is few and limited (Strijbos et al., 2003). 
 
The current study seeks to gain an insight on the possible interactions among cultural 
diversity, leadership, and group size, within the context of CLS. An understanding of their 
effects, singly and jointly, on variables including learning performance, satisfaction with 
process, and attitude toward CLS usage will provide important practical guidelines in 
CLS design and usage. In particular, this study seeks answers to the following research 
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questions in the CLS context: 
 
1. How do heterogeneous groups differ from homogeneous groups in the condition with 
or without a leader? 
2. How do heterogeneous groups differ from homogeneous groups as group size varies? 
3. How do groups with leadership differ from groups without leadership as group size 
varies? 
 
This thesis consists of seven chapters. Chapter 2 reviews the body of the CLS literature. It 
highlights the impacts of the cultural diversity, leadership and group size on collaborative 
learning and CLS usage. Next, chapter 3 outlines the theoretical foundation for this study. 
It presents the research model, which depicts the independent variables and dependent 
variables involved in this study, followed by the research questions and hypotheses. A 
detail illustration on the research methodology then is illustrated in chapter 4. It reports 
the manipulation on independent variables, instruments of dependent variables as well as 
regulation of controlled variables. Then the results of all statistical analysis performed on 
the experimental data is elaborated in chapter 5, followed by a discussion on the statistical 
results and implications fore both practice and future research in chapter 6. Finally, 






This chapter surveys the literature supporting the current study. It introduces the concept 
of meaningful learning and the implication of collaborative learning in achieving meaning 
learning. Next, it explores the positive impact of computer-mediated communication 
technology on collaborative learning. Finally, it highlights the impacts of culture diversity, 
leadership and group size on collaborative learning and CLS usage, followed by 
assortment of dependent variables across the wide continuum of pedagogical literature. 
 
2.2. Meaningful Learning 
The primary goal of education at all levels should aim to engage students in meaningful 
learning; therefore we must first understand what meaningful learning is so as to 
effectively integrate technology into a meaningful learning experience. Meaningful 
learning requires knowledge to be constructed by the learner when learners actively 
interpret their experience using internal cognitive operations, not transmitted from the 
teacher (Bhattacharya, 2002). There are five interdependent attributes of meaningful 
learning (Jonassen et al, 2003). 
 
1. Active (Manipulative/Observant)  
Meaningful learning requires learners to actively engage in a meaningful task, in 
which learners interact not only with the working environment, but also manipulate 
the objects within the environment and observe the effects owing to the manipulation. 
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2. Constructive (Articulative/Reflective)  
Meaningful learning involves learners to reflect on the activity and the observations 
by integrating the new experience with their prior knowledge, and then interpret them 
so as to construct their mental models.   
 
3. Intentional (Reflective/Regulatory)  
When student actively try to achieve a learning goal that they have articulated, they 
think and learn more. Consequently, they gain a better understanding and are able to 
apply the knowledge that they have constructed in new situations. 
 
4. Authentic (Complex/Contextualized)  
Learning is meaningful, better understood and more likely to transfer to new 
situations when it occurs by engaging in complex real-life problems.  So it is 
necessary to engage students in solving complex and ill-structured problems as well 
as simple, well-structured problems. 
 
5. Cooperative (Collaborative/Conversational)  
Human live, work and learn in communities, naturally seeking ideas and assistance 
from each other, and negotiating about problems and how to solve them. Meaningful 
learning requires conversations and group experiences. When learners become part of 
knowledge-building communities, they learn multiple ways of viewing the world and 






Figure 2.1 Five attributes of meaningful learning (Jonassen et al, 2003) 
 
 
As depicted in Figure 2.1, these characteristics of meaningful learning are interrelated, 
interactive, and interdependent. In other words, learning activities, representing a 
combination of these five characteristics, result in even more meaningful learning 
individual characteristics would in isolation. Hence, learning and instructional activities 
should engage and support combinations of these characteristics. To experience 
meaningful learning, students need to do much more than accessing or seeking 
information – they need to know how to examine, perceive, interpret and experience 
information. Learning is understood as a change in the way people understands the world 
around them, rather than a quantitative accretion of facts and procedures (Ramsden, 1992). 
Therefore, learning is something students do, not something is done to them. Ideally, 
meaningful learning enriches students with increased knowledge and skills, challenges 
their viewpoints, and provides them with a satisfactory feeling of accomplishment. 
 
Understanding is the product of meaningful learning, and generally accepted to be an 
active process in which meaning is constructed (Bradsford, 1979). According to several 
studies in the cognitive and educational psychology, two components of understanding 
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are identified, a personal component and a social component (Entwistle and Entwistle, 
1992). Understanding in the personal component depends on the previous knowledge 
used by the learner to interpret new information (Jenkins, 1974). Understanding in the 
social component is built up through conversation with other individuals about the subject 
(Pask, 1976). In social conversations, meaning is negotiated and shared. Effective 
development of individual understanding and communication also enhance shared 
understanding between individuals (Tan, 1994). 
 
2.3. Learning Models 
This section discusses the conceptual foundations of pedagogical research. At the core of 
the learning process is a learning model (Leidner and Jarvenpaa, 1995), which is 
commonly classified as two approaches, objectivism (behavioral) and constructivism 
(cognitive). Central to objectivism is the belief that learning can be shaped by selective 
reinforcement in the form of motivational and correctional feedbacks, to increase the 
likelihood of realizing target behaviors (Haseman et al., 2002). Constructivism is a theory 
of knowledge derived from the philosophical proposition that reality is created or 
constructed by the individual (Yarusso, 1992). As an extension of constructivism, 
cognitive information processing model focuses on cognitive processes used in learning 
(Leidner and Jarvenpaa, 1995). The sociocultural model is a relatively recent learning 
model that serves as an extension of and a reaction against some assumptions of 
constructivism. The socioculturists believe that knowledge cannot be divorced from 
historical and cultural background of the learner (O’Loughlin, 1992).  
 
Another offspring of the constructivist model is the collaborative learning model. 
According to Alavi et al. (1995), collaborative learning is an interpersonal process in 
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which students work together cooperatively to complete a problem-solving task designed 
to promote learning. Collaborative learning, sometimes also called cooperative learning 
or small group learning, refers to an activity where two or more people work together to 
create meaning, explore a topic, or improve skills (Harasim et al., 1995). It is the group 
process whereby each member contributes personal experience, information, perspectives, 
skills, and attitudes with the intent to improve the learning accomplishments of members. 
The basic premise underlying this is the Socio-learning theory which believes that 
learning and development occurs during cooperative socialization between peers (Piaget, 
1965) and emerges through shared understandings of multiple learners (Leidner and 
Jarvenpaa, 1995). The fundamental purpose for using group to facilitate learning is to 
enable a more complete exchange and consideration of available information. Hence, the 
exchange of information is the key difference between individual learning and 
collaborative learning. Through conversation, discussion and debate, participants offer 
explanations, interpretations, and resolutions to problems which lead to social 
construction of knowledge, as well as development and internalization of meaning and 
understanding. The contribution of different understandings leads to a new, shared 
knowledge (Whipple, 1987). Collaborative learning contributes mainly to the social 
component of understanding via discussions. Besides, collaboration in collaborative 
learning benefits the personal component of understanding by providing social support 
and reinforcement. 
 
This collaborative model of learning has been frequently used as the basis for 
understanding and exploring learning. Within the definition of cooperative learning, there 
is an enormous diversity of cooperative approaches. These may be informal as short 
meetings to simply discuss and share information (Johnson et al., 1994), or formal 
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approaches where structure is imposed with specific ways of forming teams. Students 
may be working together on projects or creative activities or on specific content. Different 
members may be working on different portions that can be bought together as a whole, or 
they may all be working on the same task. Even group size and lengths of time of the 
learning groups may vary. Common to these approaches is that the element of cooperation 
always exists. 
 
Cooperative learning is superior to individualistic instruction in a wide array of content 
areas in terms of increase in individual achievement, positive changes in social attitudes, 
and general enhancement of motivation to learn (Flynn, 1992; Slavin, 1990). Learners 
tend to generate higher-level reasoning strategies, a greater diversity of ideas and 
procedures, more critical thinking, more creative responses, and better long-term 
retention when they are actively learning in cooperative learning groups than when they 
are learning individually or competitively (Schlechter, 1990). Collaborative learning 
creates an environment that reaches students who otherwise might not be engaged. 
Studies have also demonstrated that students participate more during collaborative 
learning exercises (Johnson and Johnson, 1997) and, therefore, become more actively 
involved (Meyers and Jones, 1993). Whereas instructor-led communication is inherently 
linear, collaborative groups allow more branching and concentricity (Flynn, 1992).  
  
2.4. Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning 
Effectiveness of information technology (IT) in contributing to learning will be a function 
of how well the technology supports a particular learning model (Leidner and Jarvenpaa, 
1995). Growing interest in supporting the needs of active learning, along with concurrent 
improvements in computer networking technology, has led to the emergence of a research 
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area in the instructional technology field called computer-supported collaborative learning 
(CSCL). Collaborative Learning Systems (CLS) are systems implemented to provide 
computer-supported environments in facilitating collaborative learning.  
 
The CSCL research domain encompasses benefits derived from technology applications 
to support group-oriented methods of instruction, including networked discussion 
environments and distance learning systems. The importance of IT in these collaborative 
environments is not due to it being a tool to accomplish a task, but rather “as a medium 
through which individuals and groups can collaborate with others” (Bannon, 1989, p.271). 
 
A potential benefit of CSCL environment is the support of diverse learning styles (Wang, 
et al., 2001). A substantial body of empirical evidence demonstrates that computer 
mediated cooperative learning tended to have positive impacts on learning (Yu, 2001) and 
in promotion of the learners’ autonomy in controlling their own learning pace, and in 
enhancement of the instructional design (Cheng and Yen, 1998).  
 
The emerging research shows that Computer mediated communication (CMC) 
environment has great potentials in facilitation of CSCL. CMC represents a myriad of 
highly advanced communication delivery systems (Salmon and Giles, 1998). CSCL 
occurs when students use CMC to work with other participants and to have access to a 
wide range of resources such as online reading material (Wilson, 1996). CMC has been 
suggested as an effective tool to overcome the lack of peer interaction in the classroom. It 
has been shown to give students the flexibility to communicate with one another. An 
increase in student participation has been indicated in CMC classes in previous studies 
(Li, 2002; Ahern and El-Hindi 2000; Everett and Ahern, 1994). 
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 Other than CMC, another promising type of technology support for group-oriented 
learning that has emerged from the information systems field is group support systems 
(GSS) technology. GSS are interactive computer-based environments that support 
concerted and coordinated team effort toward completion of joint tasks (Nunamaker et al., 
1996). GSS may be used in a classroom setting to promote, support and structure 
classroom communication and discussion (Leidner and Jarvenpaa, 1995; Kwok and 
Khalifa, 1998). Feather’s (1999) investigation shows that group conflict can be reduced 
with GSS. Craig and Shepherd (2001) have drawn from the GSS and education literature 
to develop a research framework that may used to analyze the impacts of collaborative 
technology on learning. This framework evolves from Pinsonneault and Kraemer’s (1990) 
framework for electronic meeting systems research. Table 2.1 illustrates how the GSS 
features can support groups in collaborative learning (Craig and Shepherd, 2001). 
 




Feature description Potential benefit 
Anonymity It supports group members to 
input information to group 




It may help to reduce evaluation 
apprehension by allowing group 
members to submit their ideas without 




It supports all group members to 
communicate at the same time, 
implemented in a GSS by means 
of an electronic communication 
channel. 
It may help to reduce domination in a 
group by one or more members, since 
parallel communication allows more than 
one person to express ideas at a time. In 
larger groups, the feature may also 
reduce problems associated with limited 
“air time” for group members, since all 
group members can submit information 
concurrently without having to wait for 
other to finish speaking. This feature is 
able to support more complex 
communication in groups as compared to 
that in groups without the aid of GSS 





It supports the process 
techniques or rules that guide the 
content, pattern or timing of 
communication. Besides, it 
provides structure to a group 
process by establishing an 
approach the group may follow to 
perform a group activity. This 
feature is implemented in a GSS 
by means of one or more group-
oriented software tools that 
support group activity. 
 
It may help to reduce coordination 
problems for a group by keeping the 
group focused on the task or agenda. For 
example, to focus an electronic 
discussion, an idea generation activity 
may be structured by using an electronic 
discussion system with predefined 
categories (Bandy and Young, 2002). 
The process structured by this feature 
contributes to effective learning (Kwok 
and Khalifa, 1998). 
 
Media Richness theory argues that certain media are more suitable to transmit 
information depending on the situation of uncertainty or equivocality (Darft et al. 1987; 
Daft and Lengel, 1986). This theory predicts that performance will be improved when 
task needs are matched to a medium’s ability (Daft and Lengel, 1986). Further, Dennis 
and Valacich (1999) proposed a theory of media synchronicity which argues that five 
media characteristics can shape communication; these characteristics are immediacy of 
feedback, symbol variety, parallelism, rehearsability and reprocessability. Symbol variety 
refers to the bandwidth that information can be communicated; parallelism is the number 
of concurrent conversations that a medium can support; rehearsability is the capability 
enabling users to modify message before sending; reprocessability refers to the extent to 
which message sent can be reprocessed during the communication; immediacy of 
feedback indicates whether a medium supports users in providing feedback.  
 
Several differences in communication process are indicated for face-to-face and 
computer-mediated interaction; in particular with computer-mediated interaction, 
participation across members is more evenly distributed, and status and hierarchical 
structures are less important (Laughlin et al., 1995). Computer-mediated interaction offers 
a unique opportunity to eliminate production blocking in brainstorming, particularly as 
group size increases (Valacich et al., 1992). Based on Dennis and Valacich’s comparison 
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on different media characteristics, the anonymity, text recording and multiple access 
characteristics supported by CLS should result in relatively higher rankings in parallelism, 
rehearsability and reprocessability, yet lower rankings in symbol variety and immediacy 
of feedback, as compared to the traditional face-to-face setting (see Table 2.2). 
 
Table 2.2 Media characteristics comparison: Face-to-face vs. online chat 





High Low-High Low Low Low 
Online Chat 
 
Medium Low-Medium Medium Low-Medium Low-Medium 
 
Feather (1999) suggests that individuals will probably like the learning in the virtual 
environment if they require more time to think about a question before answering, find it 
hard to speak out in a traditional class albeit possessing contributions, or like a degree of 
anonymity. The pedagogical assumptions underlying synchronous communication 
classrooms are that (1) participation is critical to university learning, (2) lack of 
participation is primary attributable to student inhibitions about talking in front of others, 
(3) anonymity will allow students to freely express themselves and overcome their 
inhibitions, and (4) synchronous communication technologies provide an efficient 
mechanism for providing anonymity (Leidner and Jarvenpaa, 1995). 
 
Online collaborative learning intrinsically requires that learning be mediated by and 
totally reliant on two external representations, namely discourse representations and 
disciplinary representations. Unlike the spoken discourse of face-to-face collaboration, 
the discourse in distance collaboration takes place in a software-supported representation 
medium. Discourse representations are in the forms of chat rooms or threaded discussion 
tools by which learners and teachers communicate in a natural language (e.g., Herring, 
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1999). Disciplinary representations are visualizations and designed artifacts (e.g., 
Hundhausen and Douglas, 2002), and symbolic representations of one’s theories and 
reasoning termed knowledge presentations (e.g., Hoppe and Gaβner, 2002; Novak, 1990; 
Suthers et al., 2001).  
 
Studies of synchronous problem solving generally show degradation of both problem 
solving performance and interpersonal communication due to reduced “bandwidth” or 
available modes of interaction associated with technology-mediated communication 
(Olson and Olson, 1997). Yet other studies show that people can compensate for and even 
benefit from restricted interaction (Burgoon et al., 2002). An extensive literature review 
on asynchronous online learning concludes that there is no significant difference in 
learning outcomes as compared to traditional classroom learning (Russell, 1999).  
 
2.5. Cultural Diversity 
One of the most striking features of today’s classroom is the cultural diversity of the 
student body. Students’ interaction and learning are “shaped by a combination of their 
own characteristics and those of the group they are in” (Webb and Palincsar, 1996, p.858). 
Depending on the composition of the group, students’ cultural background may influence 
interaction and learning in cooperative small groups (Cotton, 1993).  
 
Culture provides us with a heritage and a set of expectations about educational setting. 
Students have culturally based canons and expectations about education and classroom 
communication behavior. Student orientations to learning are also affected by culture. 
Hofstede (1997) has referred to national culture as the collective programming of the 
mind which distinguishes the inhabitants of one country from another. In the current study, 
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cultural diversity is examined in terms of national culture; heterogeneous groups refer to 
groups consisting of members having different (national) cultural backgrounds, while 
homogeneous groups are formed by members of the same (national) cultural background. 
 
2.5.1. Cultural Theories 
One way to understand how national cultures differ is to examine their values (Hofstede, 
1980). The individual-collectivism dimension describes the social frameworks within a 
culture. Members in a culture that values individualism are more concerned with their 
own interest than with the goal of the group. In contrast, members in a culture that values 
collectivism are typically more concerned with the common goal of the group. Power 
distance refers to the distribution of power, and the way in which a culture deals with the 
fact that people are unequal. In a high-power-distance culture the leader makes many 
decisions simply because he or she is leader, and group members readily comply. In a 
low-power-distance culture, group members do not readily recognize a power hierarchy. 
The uncertainty avoidance dimension addresses the way in which members of a culture 
handle the uncertainty. People have low uncertainty avoidance are not afraid to face the 
unknown. A society ranked high in uncertainty avoidance contains a majority of people 
who want predictable and certain futures. The fourth dimension, masculinity-femininity 
encompasses a culture’s dominant values. In a feminine society dominant values 
emphasize quality of life and concern for others. In contrast, masculine societies tend to 
be materialistic, with less concern for the people within them. The fifth dimension, long-
term orientation, was added after an additional international study in Chinese employees 
and managers. This dimension focuses on the degree to which the society embraces long-
term devotion to traditional, forward thinking values. High long-term orientation ranking 
indicates the country prescribes to the values of long-term commitments and respect for 
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tradition. However, long-term traditions and commitments may become impediments to 
change, so changes tend to occur more rapidly in a culture with low long-term orientation 
ranking. 
 
Furthermore, Bhawuk and Triandis (1996) believe that the concept of individual-
collectivism provides an important theoretical basis for intercultural training. They 
advocate that training be based on individual-collectivism because this concept predicts a 
considerable amount of daily social behavior and explains such processes as cultural 
distance, self-concept, and perceptions of the in-group versus the out-group (Bhawuk and 
Triandis, 1996). This dimension is regarded as the most important dimension that 
differentiates cultures (Triandis, 1994). 
 
Theories about major dimensions of cultural differences provide an explanation for the 
underlying causes of behaviors. Using culture theory allows interventions to be based on 
the most relevant cultural characteristics. Culture and communication are intertwined 
(Brislin and Yoshida, 1994; Scott, 1999) Many theorists contend that culture helps shape 
and structure the “learning style” of the student (Geneva, 1978). Every component of 
learning practice reflects a cultural choice, conscious or unconscious, about whom to 
educate, how, when, for what purpose and in which manner (Hofstede, 1980).  
 
Cultural diversity adds complexity – beyond individual differences in behavior in groups 
– to understanding group behavior and processes (Murphy, 1996). Heterogeneity in 
national backgrounds is expected to bring together and make available a wider variety of 
skills, beliefs, values and experiences that could potentially enrich the process and 
improve the quality of collaborative learning (Rich, 1997). Furthermore, high quality 
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solutions, which can improve individuals’ understanding, are more likely to emerge from 
heterogeneous groups, which are by nature less prone to the “groupthink” (Janis, 1982) 
syndrome. Groupthink refers to “a mode of thinking that people engage in when they are 
deeply involved in a cohesive ingroup, when the members’ strivings for unanimity 
override their motivation to realistically appraise alternative courses of action” (Janis, 
1982, p.9). In contrast, the danger of invoking groupthink is a major disadvantage 
associated with homogeneous groups (Huffman and Maier, 1961; Shaw, 1981).  
 
Nevertheless, cultural diversity may incur detrimental effects in terms of group 
performance, particularly in the short term. Some characteristics of culture can impede 
collaborative learning, such as language, cognitive style and learning style. Take language 
for elaboration. Unless translation mechanisms are built in – which is rarely the case – a 
collaboration learning team would utilize one language in communicating with each other. 
Members of the team who participate using a non-native language need to attempt to 
familiarize themselves with terms, conditions, norms, and other aspects taken for granted 
by other members; the extents of success in such attempts are not always satisfactory. In 
this way, cultural diversity may bring about communication barriers, thus negatively 
affecting collaborative learning process.  
 
2.5.2. Anxiety and Uncertainty Management Theory 
According to anxiety and uncertainty management theory (AUM), people often feel 
uncertain of how to behave and anxious about the outcomes when they interact in a 
heterogeneous environment (Gudykunst, 1995). When individuals interact with others 
different from themselves, they experience anxiety about possible negative consequences 
of the interaction. People fear negative psychological consequences (e.g., confusion, 
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frustration, feeling incompetent), negative behavioral consequences (e.g., being exploited, 
harmed), negative evaluations by out-group members (e.g., rejection, being identified 
with out-group members). Being in a heterogeneous group, people do not know how to 
predict the behavior of out-group members, and they find the behavior of out-group 
members difficult to explain. Uncertainty and anxiety undercut their abilities to 
communicate effectively. Language fluency tends to be viewed by natives as equivalent to 
cultural competency. 
 
However, people’s uncertainty and anxiety in a heterogeneous group can be reduced by 
positive heterogeneous group collaboration experience. Individuals often fear face-to-face 
interaction in heterogeneous groups for several reasons, including fears about not 
knowing how to act and fears of being disliked or rejected. Yet several differences in 
communication process were found between face-to-face and computer-mediated 
interaction; Computer-mediated interaction offers helpful facilitation in lowering people’s 
uncertainty and anxiety. The underlying reason is that participation across members 
becomes more evenly distributed with computer-mediated interaction, while status and 
hierarchical structures gain less importance (Laughlin et al., 1995). Also, computer-
mediated interaction offers a unique opportunity to eliminate production blocking in 
brainstorming, particularly as group size increases (Valacich et al., 1992).  
 
2.6. Leadership  
Leaders and leadership have been the focus of study by scholars from many disciplines: 
psychology, communication, history, political science, anthropology, and sociology. 
Leadership represents the behaviors displayed by a person who is given responsibility as 
leader. It refers to such activities as organizing a group, delegating assignments, 
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coordinating information, supporting the contributions of others - tasks which many 
individuals can perform (Schultz, 1989).  
 
Using groups that were initially leaderless and without prior history, two forms of tension 
that groups experience were found (Bormann, 1975): primary and secondary. Primary 
tension occurs when a group first meets. Members display a general uneasiness, an 
inability to get started. Secondary tension, a more serious problem because of its 
recurring nature, takes place after the group’s discussion is under way and typically 
reflects conflicts in the groups (e.g., a struggle over leadership roles; a disagreement over 
ideas). Back (1951) found that if a person is interested only in getting something 
accomplished, then there is more effort directed toward finishing the task as quickly as 
possible. Moreover, when prestige is the important factor, the person will probably be 
more cautious about speaking out. The fear of losing credibility or jeopardizing standing 
in the group may keep the individual from expressing ideas that may not be acceptable to 
others (Mortensen 1972). 
 
Studies of distributed groups linked via computer-mediated communication systems 
suggest that team leadership is crucially significant (Hiltz et al., 1991; Hiltz and Turoff, 
1985). According to Solomon (1995), the success of distributed groups requires more 
variables than traditional teams; these additional variables include behavior and 
expectation on the roles of communication, team leadership and group dynamics. This 
suggests that certain leadership roles are particularly important in distributed learning 
groups. There are four dimensions for measuring leadership effectiveness in distributed 
groups, namely communication, understanding, role clarity and leadership attitude 
(Kayworth and Leidner, 2001). The communication dimension provides continuous 
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feedback, engages other members in regular communication and provides a clear, detailed 
picture of the task at hand (Hiltz et al., 1991; Hackman and Walton, 1986; Hiltz and 
Turoff, 1985). Although research on “virtual leadership” effectiveness is limited, 
according to Kayworth and Leidner (2001), it can be studied by surveying the significant 
body of general leadership literature as applied to small groups.  
 
Although leadership has been defined in various ways (Bass, 1981), in this paper, 
leadership is defined as the exercise of influence. Leadership has termed as the process of 
influencing the group activities in its efforts toward goal setting and goal achievement 
(Stogdill, 1950). Since a group is advantaged by being able to tap the resources of all its 
members, it is important to learn how to enable all members who wish to contribute to be 
able to do so. Indeed, an important lesson is that all members should have the opportunity 
to be heard, and that all should be able to respond to the exchange of ideas in a group 
without being either suppressed or overwhelmed. The functional approach assumes that 
leadership is a process, in which a leader engages to help a group achieve a goal; this 
perspective aligns with the communication dimension of leadership role (Schultz, 1989). 
A leader facilitates group process by allowing various views to be heard, providing 
information, probing for more information, and summarizing the progress the group is 
making toward its goals. The leader has to recognize when a group wanders off and bring 
the participants back to the issue at hand. 
 
The role of a leader, to keep the group on the assigned learning task and to make sure an 
opportunity for all group members to participate in the collaboration (Skala et al., 2000), 
exercises a determining effect on both the behaviors of group members and the group 
activities (Bass, 1960). The premise for using a leader, who actually takes up the peer 
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facilitator role, is that the presence of authority figures such as teacher often inhibits open 
and honest expressions of opinions and experiences (Stephan and Stephan, 2001). Indeed, 
leaders have been found to affect, through their influence acts, the performance and 
satisfaction of their subordinates in the GSS context (Lim et al., 1994). Groups with 
centralized leadership tend to be effective and efficient (Shaw, 1964; Bavelas, 1950). A 
leader is able to avert “groupthink” by remaining neutral and encourage dialogue and new 
ideas (Hellriegel et al., 2001). Curiously, however, morale also tends to drop (Napier and 
Gershenfeld, 1985). A possible reason is that members tend to be happier with the 
collaboration process when they can participate freely; nonetheless such “open” 
environments are usually achieved at the expense of time taken for task accomplishment.  
 
Roles in groups are worked out through communication with other members (Zander 
1971). An individual’s way of interacting affects how others view and react to him. Of all 
the variables associated with leadership, none stands out more clearly than participation 
(Stein and Heller, 1979; Burke, 1974). When one participates more actively, he is more 
likely to be perceived as leader. In peer-led, heterogeneous groups with leadership, peer 
effects stem directly from group interactions and discourse among students that lead to 
cognitive restructuring , cognitive rehearsal, problem solving and other forms of higher-
level thinking. On the other hand, in heterogeneous groups without leadership, peer 
effects stem from interactions among students according to their perceived status and 
relative influence within the groups (Wilkinson and Fung, 2002). 
 
2.7. Group Size 
In the context of CSCL, research that compares different group sizes and their effect on 
interaction is rare (Strijbos et al., 2003). Although the few studies reported are too 
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premature for a conclusion regarding the impact of group size on interaction, group size 
has been pointed out as an aspect that needs additional research (Gros, 2001) and must be 
considered with respect to expected interaction (Strijbos et al., 2003). 
 
It has been suggested that although publications often make no explicit distinction 
between dyads (two members), small groups (three to six members) and large groups 
(sever or more), there are indications that group size is related to different interaction 
patterns or learning benefits, especially if participation equality or shared products are 
required (Strijbos et al., 2003). Fuchs et al. (2000) have compared dyadic and four-
member groups and observed that four-member groups elicited more cognitive conflict 
(disagreement and negotiation) than dyads. In addition, Fuchs et al. (2000) further argues 
that group size affects equality of interaction and contribution to a shared project. In large 
groups (seven or more members) students are less likely to affect all other members 
(Forsyth, 1990). The size of each group was an important consideration. Therefore, group 
size has been further confirmed as a critical element that affects interaction and 
consequently affects the collaborative learning (Strijbos et al., 2003).  
 
With fewer individuals, a small group may not have sufficient resources to be able to 
engage in a discussion of every prudent alternative. They may lack the ability to evaluate 
potential solutions (Schultz, 1989). However, teamwork literature showed that the size of 
the team has an inverse relationship with team performance (Easley et al., 2003). Social 
loafing is the tendency of individual group members to reduce their work effort as groups 
increase in size (Latane et al., 1979). The theory of social loafing explains the 
phenomenon that the efforts of some individuals seem to decline as group added 
individual members. The term “Ringelmann effect” has been used to signify an inverse 
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relationship between the number of people in a group and the size of an individual’s 
contribution (Shaw, 1981). When members give up their share of the task, there is a loss 
to the group. Further, Laughlin and Hollingshead (1995) proposed a social combination 
theory of collective induction claiming that the number of group members necessary and 
sufficient for a collective decision is inversely proportional to the demonstrability of the 
proposed group response. The reasoning is that in general smaller groups mean greater 
student involvement, but in some tasks, the nature of students’ involvement may be 
restricted by the reduction on heterogeneity (and hence in the peer resource) that the 
smaller size generally entails.   
 
Mulvey et al. (1998) has found that the presence of a social loafer in a real-life work 
group was related to lower group satisfaction as well as lower group productivity. 
According to Schultz’s study (1989), with diminished communication between members, 
the morale of the group often suffers. When people find themselves in a large group they 
often feel intimidated and unable to participate. There appears to be more satisfaction and 
cohesiveness with smaller groups. As size increases, members tend to show greater 
disagreement and greater antagonism towards others; at the same time, there is more 
opportunity for tension release (Rosenfeld, 1975). Typically a few members take part 
more actively, but as the size of a group increases, inequality becomes even more 
pronounced (Rosenfeld, 1975). Moreover, the larger the group is, the more likelihood that 
members form subgroups or cliques. Levine and Moreland’s review (1990) commented 
that “as a group grows larger, it also changes in other ways, generally for the worse. 
People who belong to larger groups are less satisfied, participate less often, and are less 
likely to cooperative with one another” (p.593). As a group becomes larger, the emotional 
identification and sense of deeply shared commitment become more difficult to establish 
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and maintain. Therefore, demands on leader and leader’s direction are proportional to 
group size (Hellriegel et al., 2001).  
 
Technology has the potential in facilitating the coordinating group process in a bigger 
group size. The maximum effective group size for groups without GSS is believed to be 
five participants (Shaw, 1981) due to the fact that large-sized groups experience 
dramatically increasing process losses due to production blocking. However, because the 
parallelism in GSS groups mitigates production blocking, the production-blocking 
process losses that would normally occur in large groups should be attenuated through 
GSS use. Anonymity may also help attenuate process losses normally occurring in large 
groups (Dennis and Wixom, 2001). Anonymity is impossible to maintain in two-person 
groups, and is highly improbable even in three-person groups; in large groups, however, it 
becomes increasingly difficult to identify the author of a comment in an anonymous GSS 
environment (Valacich et al., 1992). In other words, all else being equal, in face-to-face 
situations, a large group size typically creates an imbalance in which losses due to 
production blocking inhibit performance; nonetheless placing the same large group in a 
computer mediated environment reduces the imbalance. The question remains as to 
whether the gains (from parallelism and anonymity) outweigh the losses. 
 
2.8. Impacts of IT on Education 
Various outcomes from the actual use of IT which reflect the extent of success in learning 
(Mandler, 1989) have been identified in the related literature. Based on the educational 
taxonomies for the cognitive and affective domains of behavior by Bloom (1956), the 
outcomes can be classified into student learning outcomes, attitudinal changes and 
teaching outcomes.  
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 Outcomes that fall under student learning outcomes include examination achievement, 
retention at follow-up and user satisfaction on learning process. Examination achievement, 
which is the increase in learning as measured through the use of final examination 
(Susman, 1998), is the most commonly investigated outcome found in numerous studies 
in the domain of IT and education (e.g., Carswell and Venkatesh, 2002; Yu and Yu, 2002). 
According to Dees (1991), retention of knowledge is defined as the performance on 
follow-up examination, which is usually the same as the first examination, and is given 
between two to eight weeks after the completion of the instruction program (e.g., Miller, 
1986; Wainwright, 1985). 
 
Outcomes that are categorized as attitudinal changes include attitude towards instruction, 
attitude towards subjects and attitude towards computers. According to Kulik et al. (1983), 
attitude towards instruction defines the student ratings of the quality of instruction in 
computer-based instruction and conventional classes (e.g., Kulik and Kulik, 1991). 
Attitude towards subject is defined as the motivation and interest in learning a particular 
subject topic (Lefrancois, 1991) and studies have explored it as an outcome in the context 
of IT and education (e.g., Kulik and Kulik, 1991; Wainwright, 1985). Last but not least, 
defined by Kulik et al. (1983), attitude towards computers is the motivation and interest in 
using computers (e.g., Carswell and Venkatesh, 2002; Yu and Yu, 2002). 
 
Lastly, teaching outcomes includes instructional time (Mevarech, 1993), which is defined 
to be the amount of preparation and instructional time involved in the teaching and 
learning process (e.g., Volery and Lord, 2000; Wood et al., 1999). Preparation time refers 
to the amount of time required by a teacher to prepare for a course (Subhi, 1999), and 
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instructional time refers to the amount of time required for the instructor to deliver course 
content to the students (Barker, 1999).  
 
2.9. Summary 
The collaborative model of learning has great potential in engaging learners in 
meaningful learning. Although the cultural diversity adds complexity to understanding the 
collaborative learning process, CLS, as a medium, has demonstrated impacts on 
collaborative learning. According to the theory of media synchronicity, media 
characteristics of CLS can shape communication; as thus, communication process in 
heterogeneous groups becomes different in distributed groups as compared to face-to-face 
settings. Besides cultural diversity, based on literature review, both leadership and group 
size have been found to be crucial in distributed groups linked by computer-mediated 




RESEARCH MODEL AND HYPOTHESES 
 
3.1. Overview 
This chapter outlines the theoretical foundation for this study. It builds a research model 
relating the independent and dependent variables. The independent variables, in the 
current study, are cultural diversity, leadership and group size; the dependent variables are 
performance, satisfaction with process, and attitude toward CLS usage. This chapter also 
formulates the hypotheses based on prior literature.  
 
3.2. Research Model and Research Question 
Cultural diversity, leadership and group size are the three pertinent factors being 
investigated for their effects on the CLS usage in this study. Every component of learning 
practice reflects a cultural choice; theories about major dimensions of cultural differences 
provide an explanation for the underlying causes of different behaviors in communication 
and hence result in different group behavior between heterogeneous and homogeneous 
groups (Stephan and Stephan, 2001). In addition, the anxiety and uncertainty management 
theory (AUM) explains the process why learners behavior or communicate differently 
when they are placed in culturally homogeneous and heterogeneous groups (Gudykunst, 
1995). 
 
Leadership has been founded to exercise a determining effect on the performance and 
satisfaction of their subordinates (Bass, 1960). Further, leader’s effort to ensure member 
participation facilitates the collaboration among members in heterogeneous groups 
(Stephan and Stephan, 2001); thus, it is reasonable to conjecture joint effects of cultural 
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diversity and leadership. 
 
Group size has been identified as a critical element as regards interaction in studying 
collaborative learning. Interaction patterns and learning benefits differ between dyads 
(two members), small groups (three to six members) and large groups (seven or more), 
especially if participation equality or shared products are required (Strijbos et al., 2003). 
On the other hand, as the group grows in size, the presence of a social loafer in a real-life 
work group was related to lower group satisfaction as well as lower group productivity 
(Mulvey et al., 1998).  
 
CLS, “as a medium through which individuals and groups can collaborates with others” 
(Bannon, 1989, P.271), has demonstrated impacts on collaborative learning. According to 
the media richness theory, the effectiveness and efficiency of a medium are enhanced 
when task needs are matched to a medium’s ability (Daft and Lengel, 1986). Further, 
media synchronicity theory claims that five media characteristics shape communication 
among group members (Dennis and Valacich, 1999); thus, communication process in 
heterogeneous groups becomes different between distributed groups and face-to-face 
groups. Besides cultural diversity, based on literature review, both leadership and group 
size have been found to be crucial in distributed groups linked by computer-mediated 
technology. Therefore, it is worthwhile to examine these three factors’ effect in the CLS 
context, in particular, in distributed groups linked by CLS. The proposed research model 
of current study is illustrated in Figure 3.1. 
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Cultural Diversity Performance 
  
Leadership Satisfaction with 
Process  
 Group Size 
Attitude towards CLS 
usage 
 
Figure 3.1 Research model 
 
The current study seeks to gain an insight on the possible interactions among cultural 
diversity, leadership, and group size, within the context of CLS. An understanding of their 
effects, singly and jointly, on different variables including learning performance, 
satisfaction with process, and attitude toward CLS usage will provide important practical 
guidelines in CLS design and usage. In particular, this study seeks answers to the 
following research questions in the CLS context: 
 
1. How do heterogeneous groups differ from homogeneous groups in the condition with 
or without a leader? 
2. How do heterogeneous groups differ from homogeneous groups as group size varies? 
3. How do groups with leadership differ from groups without leadership as group size 
varies? 
 
3.2.1. Independent Variables 
Cultural diversity, leadership and group size are the three independent variables. In this 
study, cultural diversity is treated in terms of national cultural diversity (Hofstede, 1997). 
Hofstede (1997) has defined national culture as the collective programming of the mind 
which makes the inhabitants of one country distinguishable form another. A 
heterogeneous group is defined as a group formed by members of different national 
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backgrounds, while a homogeneous group consists of members of the same national 
background. 
 
The second independent variable, leadership, is defined as the activity of influencing 
people to cooperate toward a common goal (Tead, 1935). The role of a leader here is to 
keep the group focused on the assigned learning task, and make sure that all members of 
the group have an opportunity to participate in the collaboration (Skala et al., 2000). 
  
In the current study, large group and small group are defined to be seven and three 
respectively. These two values are chosen based on existing literature (Strijbos et al., 
2003). 
 
3.2.2. Dependent Variables 
Collaboration does not just happen because individuals are co-presented (Teasley and 
Roschelle, 1993). If our aim is for individuals to learn then we have to examine what they 
have taken away from the collaborative learning process as well as the group’s shared 
constructions created (Burton et al., 1997). Thus, the effectiveness of the CLS can be 
assessed by various outcomes achieved by individuals after using the system, and these 
outcomes are candidates for dependent variables. Since individual learning outcomes are 
of concern to this study, the dependent variables are defined to be user’s performance, 
satisfaction with process, and attitude toward CLS usage. 
 
For most studies, learner’s individual performance is measured on an examination given 
after the learning process. In the teaching and learning model, examination performance 
is a well-adopted measure of learning performance, which reflects the level of knowledge 
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and materials acquired or mastered by learner (Susman, 1998).  
 
Satisfaction is a highly complex variable, in general satisfaction is being measured related 
to the process or outcome; two types of satisfaction have been well studied in MIS 
researches: satisfaction with process and satisfaction with outcomes (George et al., 1990). 
In this study, only satisfaction with process is accessed.  Satisfaction with outcome can 
only be assessed after learners have gained knowledge of their performance; 
correspondingly, it is infeasible in the context of this study. 
 
Individual’s attitude toward using CLS is another variable measuring the effectiveness of 
CLS. Attitude is a major factor in behavioral intention and such intention is the more 
effective predictor of the actual behavior (Azjen and Fishbein, 1980); therefore, attitude 
toward CLS usage is an important gauge of how well (or positive) the learner has 
accepted the CLS technology. How positive or negative an individual is about a 
technology would be strongly indicative of whether he will eventually adopt it.  
 
3.3. Hypotheses 
In this section, three sets of hypotheses are derived, pertaining to each dependent variable, 
namely performance, satisfaction with process and attitude toward CLS usage.   
 
3.3.1. Performance 
In collaborative learning, learners learn by, among other means, recognizing flawed 
reasoning of others during the discussion. This highlights the criticality of the discussion 
session with regard to an individual’s learning process. However, text-based computer 
mediated communication allows important features regarding communication that are 
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radically different from the face-to-face setting (Dennis and Valacich, 1999). The 
parallelism and reprocessability of CLS are expected to help learners of different cultures 
gain more accurate understanding of each other, thus improving performance; this aspect 
is particularly salient for non-native speakers, since the spoken language disappears 
altogether (Herring, 1999). In addition, the lack of social presence and reherasability of 
text-based communication can help mask cultural differences (Payne, 2001), thus 
reducing learners’ uncertainty and anxiety in heterogeneous groups (Gudykunst, 1995).  
 
Since a group is advantaged by being able to tap the resources of all members, it is 
important to enable all members equal opportunity to be heard. Leader of a learning 
group takes the responsibility for keeping the group focused on the assigned task and 
ensuring that all members have an opportunity to participate during the collaborative 
learning session. Leaders have therefore been found to affect, through their influence acts, 
the group’s performance (Napier and Gershenfeld, 1985).  
 
In heterogeneous groups without a leader, peer effects stem from interactions among 
students according to their perceived status; here, relative influence within the groups 
plays a significant role in communication (Wilkinson and Fung, 2002). Learners will very 
likely be more cautious about speaking out due to the fear of losing credibility in the 
group (Stephan and Stephan, 2001). Rather, learners prefer learning from others to 
contributing their ideas. Correspondingly, the performance of the group is negatively 
affected. However, leader of a heterogeneous group can invite members to express their 




H1a: The effect of cultural diversity on learners’ performance will be more positive in 
groups with leadership than in groups without leadership. 
 
It is suggested that groups must be large enough to ensure diversity (Feather, 1999), in 
order to have more resources in terms of available knowledge, skills, and abilities; this 
suggestion embeds two notions: group size and diversity. Whereas larger groups may be 
“superior” to smaller groups1, the advocacy goes a step further to endorse diversity, or 
heterogeneity. Thus, we anticipate that, in the context of CLS, large heterogeneous groups 
will outperform small ones since they have greater diversity of resources.  
 
H1b: The effect of group size on learners’ performance will be more positive in 
heterogeneous groups than in homogeneous groups.  
 
Although small groups generally mean greater member involvement, with fewer 
individuals, a small group may not have sufficient resources and ability to engage in a 
discussion of every potential solution (Schultz, 1989). Social loafing, the phenomenon 
that efforts of individuals seem to decline as group size increases (Latane et al., 1979), 
results in a generally inverse relationship between performance and group size (Easley et 
al., 2003). The reasoning is that when members give up their share of contribution, there 
is a loss to the group. Leader is able to play a role in reducing or even eliminating social 
loafing in large groups by motivating members to participate. Therefore, the effect of 
leadership on performance is anticipated to be more pronounced in large groups as 
compared to small groups (social loafing is much less a problem in smaller groups).  
 
                                                        
1 Process losses common in large groups can be attenuated with the aid of communication technology via 
features such as parallelism and anonymity (Dennis and Wixom, 2001) and hence assist the collaborative 
learning process. 
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H1c: The effect of leadership on learners’ performance will be more positive in large 
groups than in small groups.   
 
3.3.2. Satisfaction with Process 
According to the anxiety and uncertainty management theory (AUM), learners’ anxiety 
and uncertainty of being in a heterogeneous group hinder them from participating 
(Gudykunst, 1995). However, the presence of leadership creates a motivating climate 
which leads to productive discourse, by emphasizing to participants that they should 
respect and be open with one another. This climate helps release learners’ anxiety of being 
in heterogeneous environments, and significantly addresses the negativity brought about 
by leadership on learners’ satisfaction with process (Napier and Gershenfeld, 1985). 
Leadership is not expected to make much difference in terms of satisfaction in 
homogeneous groups, since group members have no need to deal with the above-
mentioned anxiety.  
 
H2a: The effect of leadership on learners’ satisfaction with process will be less negative in 
heterogeneous groups than in homogeneous groups. 
 
Members in large groups face more difficulties in participation, and tend to be less 
satisfied with process (Levine and Moreland, 1990); this negativity can be further 
compounded by cultural diversity. A larger group carries with it a greater likelihood that 
members will form subgroups or cliques (Schultz, 1989). This problem is particularly 
severer for heterogeneous groups, in which people feel uneasy to communicate with 
people of different cultural backgrounds (Stephan and Stephan, 2001). Hence learners in 
large heterogeneous groups tend to be obviously less satisfied with the process than those 
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in large heterogeneous groups. 
 
H2b: The effect of group size on learners’ satisfaction with process will be more negative 
in heterogeneous groups than in homogeneous groups.  
 
As a group becomes larger, the emotional identification and sense of deeply shared 
commitment becomes more difficult to establish and maintain, therefore, members in to 
larger groups are less satisfied (Levine and Moreland, 1990). Yet leaders are able to 
resolve conflicts and prevent subgroup-forming. Hence, leader’s guidance and facilitation 
in collaboration process receives more appreciation from members in large groups than 
those in small ones. This tallies with the literature that member’s demand for leader’s 
direction and tolerance for leadership increases as group size increases (Herriegel et al., 
2001). In contrast, tension and subgroup-forming are less likely to occur in small groups, 
so the potential benefits of leadership remains unappreciated and therefore give rise to a 
significant negative effect caused by leadership.  
 
H2c: The effect of leadership on learners’ satisfaction with process will be more negative 
in small groups than that in large groups.   
 
3.3.3. Attitude toward CLS Usage 
Learners in heterogeneous groups are proposed to be more positive toward CLS usage 
because the system makes easier their communication with members of different cultural 
backgrounds, when compared with their previous experience in face-to-face settings. 
Since members of homogeneous groups would not suffer communication barriers even in 
a face-to-face setting, they would not appreciate CLS to the extent their counterparts in 
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heterogeneous groups would, relatively speaking. 
 
H3: Learners in heterogeneous groups will have more positive attitude toward CLS usage 






This chapter describes the research methodology in terms of experimental design and 
experimental procedures. It begins the discussion on how the independent variables were 
manipulated by confederates. Then, it specifies the techniques for measuring the 
dependent variables. Next, the means with which the controlled variables regulated are 
described. Finally, this chapter discusses the experimental details. It focuses on the 
characteristics of the subjects, the features of the CLS used, and the steps of the procedure 
employed. 
 
4.2. Experimental Design 
A laboratory experiment with a 2X2X2 factorial design was conducted. The factors were 
cultural diversity (heterogeneous vs. homogeneous), leadership (with vs. without) and 
group size (small vs. large). The group sizes of small and large groups are three and seven 
respectively (Strijbos et al., 2003). Effects of these factors on the three dependent 
variables, namely performance, satisfaction with process, and attitude toward CLS usage 
were studied at the individual level (to be explained in the following). Figure 4.1 
illustrates the experimental design. 
 
Eighty-two undergraduates were recruited and randomly assigned to the experimental 
conditions, yielding eighty usable data points.  All subjects were foreign students (from 
China) who attended National University of Singapore (NUS) under a scholarship 
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program proved by Ministry of Education, Singapore. The working language of all 




4.3 Confederates and the Manipulation of Independent Variables 
Only one subject was assigned to one learning group in this experiment; all other 
members were confederates. This approach not only afforded greater control and the 
associated internal validity, it also allowed dependent variables to be measured at the 
individual, rather than group, level. Subjects were checked using a postexperimental 
questionnaire on whether there was any detection of confederates. Two that showed 
possible detection had their data discarded. For each treatment, confederates’ participation 
strictly followed a designed script (see Appendix D) instrumental in the manipulation of 















Figure 4.1 Experimental design 
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 In the heterogeneous groups, all confederates acted as local students. While in the 
homogeneous groups, they acted as foreign students under the same scholarship program 
as the subjects. All sessions were conducted in English. Essentially, the different roles 
(local or foreigner) were manifested by designing into the scripts distinguishable use of 
the English language (Romaine, 1994). For example, local students usually use “O, izit?” 
to express their surprise while Chinese students tend to use “Ft!” (short form of faint). In 
order to ensure that the manipulation of cultural diversity was effective, a subsequent 
interview was conducted with all subjects after the experiment to find out how they 
perceived the cultural diversity in their respective groups. The results showed a highly 
matched perception, thus the manipulation of variable cultural diversity could be 
considered effective. Interview results also showed highly matched perceptions in relation 
to cultural diversity for the different conditions, thus the manipulation of this variable was 
deemed effective. 
 
In treatment groups with leader, one confederate acted as the leader and the others 
ordinary group members. The leader made sure that all members had an opportunity to 
participate. On the other hand, all confederates in treatment groups without leader acted 
as ordinary group members. Manipulation check on the leadership treatment was 
performed through observation of the discussions by checking if every member were 
given the chance to raise his opinion about each question. For example, in a group with 
leadership, the subject (and one of the confederates) clearly displayed responsiveness 
toward the leader, and the recognition of the “authority” was unambiguous.  
 
4.4. Dependent Variables 
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Performance, satisfaction with the learning process, and attitude toward using CLS were 
the dependent variables examined in this study. Performance was measured through 
individual learners’ quiz result to the learning task after the collaborative learning section. 
The score of the quiz was measured on a scale ranging from 0 upward to 10. The higher 
the score, the better the user performed. 
 
Satisfaction with process (Ocker and Yaverbaum, 2001; Leuthold, 1999) and attitude 
toward CLS usage (Ocker and Yaverbaum, 2001) were measured by the mean scores of 
the responses to the corresponding questions in the postexperimental questionnaire. It 
ranged on a scale of 1 to 5. The higher the score, the more satisfactory with the process 
the user was or the more positive attitude the user had toward the CLS usage. 
 
4.5. Learning Task and CLS 
To optimize the benefit of cooperative learning, attention must be focused on the design 
of the learning activities (Cohen, 1991) and it is important to ensure that collaboration 
between learners did occur (Lee et al., 1999). This study examined the effectiveness of a 
CLS that involved a science lesson about identifying poisonous mushrooms (Cooper and 
Stone, 1996). The experimental task required each learning group to hold discussions 
toward answering a quiz closely related to the reading materials (see Appendix C). 
Subjects were asked to submit their individual answers after the group discussion.  
 
A CLS was developed for this lesson, identical for all treatments (see Appendix E). The 
system consisted of three components, reading materials, online quiz, and chatroom.  
Instructions were integrated into the system to guide subjects in completing the 
experiment according to the designed procedures.   
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 In the reading material, the computer program presented some pictures and information 
about how to identify mushrooms, some of which are poisonous and some are edible. 
Subjects were provided with the mushroom’s species and common “nickname,” and text 
describing its appearance, odor, habitat, edibility, and taste, and in the case of a poisonous 
mushroom, the symptoms associated with its toxicity.  
 
The text-based chatroom facilitated collaboration among group members. To encourage 
the subject to participate actively in the collaboration, he was reminded that the average 
of the group performance would be measured (Benbasat and Lim, 1993). 
 
An online quiz was designed to measure subjects’ learning performance. The quiz 
consisted of both open-end and close-ended questions to ensure objectivity of 
measurement as well as to give more rooms for group discussion and encourage subjects 
to actively participate. 
 
4.6. Experiment Procedure 
The subject was required to go through the following four phases to complete the 
experiment. 
1. Preexperimental questionnaire 
Prior to the experimental session, the subject completed a questionnaire a 
preexperimental questionnaire (see Appendix A) that aimed to measure their 
computer experience (Hilmer and Dennis, 2000) and prior knowledge on 
collaborative learning (Ross, 1996). Data from subjects reported extreme results were 
excluded for the data analysis. 
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 2. Self learning and individual test 
The subject studied the materials provided by the system in an individual capacity 
and took the quiz. This individual test was instituted to ensure that the subject had 
undergone learning of the topic before the group discussion.  
 
3. Collaborative Learning  
The subject then discussed with the other members (confederates) on the quiz in the 
chatroom. To encourage them to share their understanding and to learn from others 
during the discussion, subjects were told that the average of the group performance 
would be measured and allowance would be given out accordingly (Benbasat and 
Lim, 1993). After the discussion, the subject was allowed to modify his answers, 
which were evaluated to measure the performance variable. 
 
4. Feedback  
The subject completed a questionnaire on satisfaction with process and attitude 
toward CLS usage (see Appendix B). 
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This chapter reports the results of all statistical analysis performed on the experimental 
data. The SPSS statistical software package was used and a 5 percent level of significance 
was used for all statistical tests. The entire process of data analysis could be divided into 
two main phases, validation tests and hypotheses test.  
 
This chapter discusses the validation tests conducted to ensure that the questionnaire was 
reliable and valid. Next, it presents the outcome of statistical analysis undertaken to test 
the research hypotheses. Both main significant main and interaction effects revealed from 
the result are highlighted. 
 
5.2. Validation Tests  
A postexperimental questionnaire was used in this study to measure satisfaction with 
process and attitude toward CLS usage. In this questionnaire, five items were measuring 
satisfaction with process, while the other five were measuring user attitude toward CLS 
usage. This questionnaire was subjected to both the construct validity and reliability test, 
which aim to ensure that the items in the questionnaire were good indicators of the 
constructs being measured. Two steps were taken during the validation test: first, the 
questionnaire was tested for construct validity via factor analysis. Second, both constructs 
were individually assessed for reliability.  
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The purpose of the construct validity test was to investigate the extent to which items 
measuring the same construct were related to each other (Carmines and Zeller, 1979). 
Construct validity was assessed using factor analysis with principal components as the 
extraction technique and varimax as the rotation method (Cook and Campbell, 1979).  
Results of the factor analysis revealed two factors in this study. The first factor had four 
items that corresponded to the construct satisfaction with process while the second factor 
had another four items that coincided with the construct attitude towards CLS usage (see 
Table 5.1). The factor loadings of the eight items showed that each of them had a high 
correlation with and was good indicator of the corresponding construct (Johnson and 
Wichern, 1992).  
 
The two groups of items, four for each construct respectively, confirmed by factor 
analysis were subsequently subjected to the reliability test. The objective of the reliability 
test was to determine the extent to which questions measuring a construct contained 
variable errors, which were errors that varied from observation to observation and from 
time to time (Nachmias and Nachmias, 1987). The four items for satisfaction with process 
produced a Cronbach’s alpha of 0.85 while those four items associated with attitude 
towards CLS usage had a Cronbach’s alpha of 0.84 ( see Table5.1). That is, both 
constructs satisfied the criteria for reliability (Nunnally 1978). 
 
The results of the construct validity and reliability tests revealed that the eight items in the 
questionnaire were good measures of the two intended constructs. 
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Table 5.1 Results of construct validity and reliability tests 







I believe the group learning has helped to increase my 
understanding of the material in this mushroom course. 
 
0.88  
This course has been a great deal of fun. 
 
0.86  
This course has been not fun at all. * 
 
0.79  
The group learning process has met my expectation. 
 
0.75  
All things considered, my using of the CLS for this learning 
section is a good idea. 
 
 0.76 
All things considered, my using of the CLS for this learning 
section is a negative idea. * 
 
 0.84 
Unless I am rewarded for using such a CLS in some way, I 
see no reason to spend extra effort in using it. * 
 
 0.85 
In future, I will avoid a course that requires collaborative 






* Measuring corresponding construct in negative direction, inverse function was applied to its 
result prior to data analysis 
 
5.3. Hypotheses Tests  
The ANOVA model was used to detect significant effects. Steps have been taken in the 
analysis to ensure the satisfying of the three assumptions underlying the ANOVA model, 
namely homogeneity of variance, independent samples, and normality of error terms 
(Neter et al., 1985). A 5% level of significance was used in all tests. 
 
5.3.1. Performance 
Performance was measured by the score of the quiz, ranging from 0 to 10, after the 
discussion section. The higher the score, the better the user performed.  
 
Table 5.2 summarizes the descriptive statistics on the dependent variables performance. 
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Table 5.3 reports the results of the 3-way ANOVA tests. A further analysis through simple 
effects of each factor is used to understand the interaction effect of the independent 
variables (see Table 5.4), in accordance with the earlier formulation of hypotheses; Figure 
5.1 depicts these results graphically.  
 
Table 5.2 Performance: mean score (standard deviation, number of groups) 
Leadership 
 
Group Size Cultural 
Diversity 
 with Leader 
 






















































































Table 5.3 Performance: analysis of variance 
Source 
 df Mean Square F P 
Cultural Diversity 
 1 4.28 2.23 0.14 
Leadership 
 1 48.83 25.45 0.00** 
Group Size 
 1 0.03 0.02 0.90 
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Cultural Diversity*Leadership 
 1 8.78 4.58 0.04* 
Cultural Diversity *Group Size 
 1 1.39 0.72 0.40 
Leadership*Group Size 
 1 0.38 0.20 0.66 
Cultural Diversity*Leadership*Group 
Size 1 6.33 3.30 0.73 
Error 
 72 1.92     
Total 
 80       
Corrected Total 
 79       
** significant at the 0.01 level * significant at the 0.05 level 
 







Cultural Diversity (with Leader) 
 
12.66 7.88* 
Cultural Diversity (without Leader) 
 
0.40 0.18 
Cultural Diversity (Large Group) 
 
5.26 1.80 









Leadership (Large Group) 
 
20.31 8.02** 
Leadership (Small Group) 
 
28.90 17.52** 
Group Size (Heterogeneity) 
 
0.51 0.16 
Group Size (Homogeneity) 
 
0.90 0.41 
Group Size (with Leader) 
 
0.31 0.16 
Group Size (without Leader) 
 
0.10 0.04 


















































Figure 5.1 Graphical representation of joint effect of cultural diversity and leadership on 
performance 
 
A significant joint effect of cultural diversity and leadership on performance is found 
(F=4.58, P<0.05). Further analysis reveals that the effects of cultural diversity appear 
significantly only in groups with leadership (F=7.88, P<0.5), but not in those without 
leadership; hence, H1a is supported.  
 
Because no significant joint effect is reported on performance due to cultural diversity 
and group size or leadership and group size, H1b and H1c are not supported. 
 
5.3.2. Satisfaction with Process 
Satisfaction with process was measured by the mean scores of the responses to the 4 
items confirmed by the validation tests, ranging on a scale of 1 to 5. The higher the score, 
the more satisfactory the user was with the collaborative learning process. 
 
Table 5.5 summarizes the descriptive statistics on the dependent variables satisfaction 
with process. Table 5.6 reports the results of the 3-way ANOVA tests. A further analysis 
through simple effects of each factor is used to understand the joint effects of the 
independent variables and results are shown in Table 5.7, and graphically presented in 
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Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3.  
 
Table 5.5 Satisfaction with process: mean score (standard deviation, number of groups) 
Leadership 
 
Group Size Cultural 
Diversity 
 with Leader 
 






















































































Table 5.6 Satisfaction with process: analysis of variance 
Source Df 
 
Mean Square F P 
Cultural Diversity 
 
1 1.01 2.27 0.14 
Leadership 
 
1 6.61 14.83 0.00** 
Group Size 
 
1 0.25 0.57 0.45 
Cultural Diversity*Leadership 
 
1 4.05 9.08 0.00** 
Cultural Diversity *Group Size 
 
1 0.90 2.03 0.16 
Leadership*Group Size 
 
1 3.00 6.73 0.01** 
Cultural Diversity*Leadership*Group 
Size 
1 4.75 10.66 0.00** 
Error 
 




80       
Corrected Total 
 
79       
** significant at the 0.01 level * significant at the 0.05 level 
 





 Mean Square 
 
F 
Cultural Diversity (with Leader) 
 
4.56 6.95** 
Cultural Diversity (without Leader) 
 
0.51 1.19 
Cultural Diversity (Large Group) 
 
1.91 2.96 









Leadership (Large Group) 
 
0.35 0.51 
Leadership (Small Group) 
 
9.26 21.05** 
Group Size (Heterogeneity) 
 
1.06 1.72 
Group Size (Homogeneity) 
 
0.10 0.14 
Group Size (with Leader) 
 
2.50 3.52 
Group Size (without Leader) 
 
0.76 1.81 
** significant at the 0.01 level * significant at the 0.05 level 
 
For satisfaction with process, leadership is found to have significant joint effect with 
cultural diversity (F=9.08, P<0.01), and with group size (F=6.73, P<0.01). As shown in 
Table 5.7, the negativity of leadership is significant in homogeneous groups (F=23.85, 
P<0.01) but not heterogeneous groups, thus H2a is supported. Similarly, H2c is supported 
since leadership’s negative effect is significant on small groups (F=21.05, P<0.01) but not 
on large groups. 
 
However, no joint effect of cultural diversity and group size is detected; hence, H2b is not 
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supported. Furthermore, results of the 3-way ANOVA indicates a strong interaction of all 



















































Figure 5.2 Graphical representation of joint effect of cultural diversity and leadership on 


















































Figure 5.3 Graphical representation of joint effect of leadership and group size on 
Satisfaction with process 
 
5.3.3. Attitude toward CLS Usage 
Attitude toward CLS usage was measured by the four related items confirmed by the 
validation tests, ranging from 1 to 5. The higher the score, the more positive the user’s 
attitude toward CLS usage had. 
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 Table 5.8 summarizes the descriptive statistics on satisfaction with process in various 
treatments. Results of the ANOVA model analyzing this factor are reported in Table 5.9. 
 
Table 5.8 Attitude towards CLS usage: mean score (standard deviation, number of groups) 
Leadership 
 
Group Size Cultural 
Diversity 
























































































Table 5.9 Attitude towards CLS usage: analysis of variance 
Source 
 
df Mean Square F P 
Cultural Diversity 
 
1 6.61 19.77 0.00** 
Leadership 
 
1 3.83 11.44 0.00** 
Group Size 
 
1 2.11 6.31 0.01** 
Cultural Diversity*Leadership 
 
1 0.61 1.83 0.18 
Cultural Diversity *Group Size 
 




1 2.81 8.41 0.01** 
Cultural Diversity*Leadership*Group 
Size 
1 0.00 0.01 0.92 
Error 
 
72 0.34     
Total 
 
80       
Corrected Total 
 
79       
** significant at the 0.01 level * significant at the 0.05 level 
 
H3 is supported since cultural diversity affects attitude toward CLS usage significantly 
(F=19.77, P<0.01). Moreover, leadership (F=11.44, P<0.01) and group size (F=6.31, 
P<0.01) are found to have significant main effects. Learners in groups without leadership 
obtain relatively more positive attitude toward CLS usage as compared to those in groups 
with leadership. On the other hand, learners in small groups gain more positive attitude 
toward CLS usage than those in large groups. In addition, joint effect of leadership and 
group size on attitude toward CLS usage is shown (F=8.41, P<0.01). 
 
To further analyze the joint effect of leadership and group size (see Figure 5.4), the results 
of the analysis of simple effects are presented in Table 5.10. Leadership’s inversed impact 
on learner’s attitude toward CLS usage is found to be more significant in small groups 
(F=17.50, P<0.01); while the inversed relationship between group size and attitudes 
toward CLS usage is more significant in groups without leadership (F=19.35, P<0.01). 
 




df Mean Square F P 
Leadership (Small Group) 
 
1 6.60 17.50 0.00** 
Leadership (Large Group) 
 
1 0.04 0.09 0.77 
Group Size (With Leader) 1 0.03 0.04 0.84 
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Group Size (Without Leader) 
 
1 4.90 19.35 0.00** 

















































Figure 5.4 Graphical representation of joint effect of leadership and group size on attitude 
toward CLS usage 
 
Often used as a foundation for one's perception and attitude, is past experience. Personal 
experience plays a strong role in forming an individual's attitude. It is no wonder that 
experience also influences attitudes toward technology. Not surprisingly, negative 
experiences correlated with negative beliefs and attitudes toward the technology. 
Individuals that had positive experiences also espoused positive beliefs and attitudes. 
Hence, the correlation between satisfaction and attitude toward CLS deserves further 
investigation. A test shown the correlation coefficient to be 0.33 (see Table 5.11).  
 
Table 5.11 Pearson correlation coefficients between satisfaction with process and attitude 
toward CLS usage 
Leadership 
 
Group Size Cultural 
Diversity 





0.42 -0.11 0.45 * Small groups 
Homogeneous 
groups 




0.53 * -0.03 0.58 ** 
Heterogeneous 
groups 
-0.07 -0.20 -0.03 
Homogeneous 
groups 




0.17 0.00 0.12 
Heterogeneous 
groups 
0.29 0.08 0.20 
Homogeneous 
groups 




0.32* 0.12 0.33* 
** significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)  *significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed) 
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CHAPTER 6  
DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS 
 
6.1. Overview 
This chapter interprets the results of the data analysis, in light of the research questions 
posed earlier. Next, it discusses the statistical findings obtained for the dependent 
variables. It highlights important issues pertaining to the variables related to the reviewed 
literature. Finally, the implications and limitations are discussed. 
 
6.2. Discussion 
This study has investigated the main and interactions effects among cultural diversity, 
leadership, and group size, within the context of CLS, on dependent variables including 
learning performance, satisfaction with process, and attitude toward CLS usage. Table 6.1 
summarizes the result of the hypothesis tests and they are discussed in the following 
sections pertaining to each dependent variable.  
 







H1a The effect of cultural diversity on learners’ 
performance will be more positive in groups with 
leadership than in groups without leadership. 
 
Supported 
H1b The effect of group size on learners’ performance will 





H1c The effect of leadership on learners’ performance will 





H2a The effect of leadership on learners’ satisfaction with 
process will be less negative in heterogeneous 




H2b The effect of group size on learners’ satisfaction with 
process will be more negative in heterogeneous 
groups than in homogeneous groups. 
 
Not Supported 
H2c The effect of leadership on learners’ satisfaction with 
process will be more negative in small groups than 






H3 Learners in heterogeneous groups will have more 





6.2.1. Performance  
Learners in heterogeneous groups tend to be cautious about expressing their opinion 
(Mortensen, 1972); yet a leader, as explained previously, is able to accomplish the goal of 
ensuring contribution from learners. Accordingly, the potential advantage of heterogeneity 
is realized in the condition with leadership, such that heterogeneous groups without leader 
have inferior performance, as shown in the current study. By omitting the insignificant 













Figure 6.1 Interaction effects of cultural diversity and leadership on performance 
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on collaboration and helped learners in heterogeneous groups to perform as well as those 
in homogeneous groups. However, the thin bandwidth of such text-based CLS might have 
hindered the larger groups, in comparison with the smaller groups, from attaining better 
performance. Contributions made by individuals in a larger group (vs. a smaller group) 
are less likely to affect the group in its entirety (Forsyth, 1990). This remains a problem to 
be resolved. Future study should look into this issue toward uncovering how to improve 
the collaboration process so as to utilize the potential of large heterogeneous groups. 
 
Leaders can help group members to achieve better performance through enhancing 
participation (Alavi and Leidner, 2001). Nonetheless, the tradeoff is that leader’s 
facilitation may limit the openness of group discussion (Napier and Gershenfeld, 1985). 
The leader exercises greater influence than other group members; naturally, he becomes 
the dominant member of the group and has higher participation at the expense of other 
members. Information exchange gets limited as the discussion becomes less open. 
Consequently, in the condition with leadership, learners in larger groups tend not to 
outperform those in smaller groups, despite the fact that larger groups own relatively 
richer resources. 
 
6.2.2. Satisfaction with Process 
Generally, in presence of a leader, members tend to perceive that they can only express 
their opinions when they are asked to do so (Napier and Gershenfeld, 1985). Thus, they 
are less motivated to participate and have lower satisfaction with process. Whereas this 
phenomenon holds in the culturally homogeneous groups, it does not in the 
heterogeneous groups. In the latter condition, it is likely that the leader’s contribution in 
ensuring participation has been able to reduce learner’s anxiety associated with being in 
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heterogeneous groups; members are therefore more tolerant of possible dominant 
behaviors exhibited by the leader. In homogeneous groups, the “detrimental” effects 
caused by leadership remain, since members do not appreciate the facilitation provided by 







In face-to-face collaborative learning without CLS, learners in heterogeneous groups may 
suffer from communication distortions which make the communication more difficult and 
less efficient, thus bringing detrimental effects to one’s satisfaction with the process. 
However, as in the context of this study, CLS have the capability of making “visible” the 
communication pattern and enabling learners a better understanding of others’ ideas. With 
the aid of CLS, the undesirable elements in communication within heterogeneous groups 
are eliminated. As a result, learners in heterogeneous and homogeneous conditions exhibit 
no significant difference in satisfaction because neither poses visibly difficult learning 
processes.  
 




Figure 6.2 Interaction effects of cultural diversity and leadership on satisfaction 
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Leaders facilitate group discussion in terms of resolving conflicts and preventing 
subgroups from forming. This role is arguably more appreciated in large groups, which 
more commonly suffer from tension and formation of subgroups, as compared to smaller 
groups. Such appreciation may be sufficient to negate the otherwise undesirable impact of 
leadership on satisfaction. On the other hand, because subgroup-forming and cliques are 
not major problems in small groups, the leadership role is less valued. The interaction 






6.2.3. Attitude toward CLS Usage 
In the current study, learners in heterogeneous groups benefit from the features of 
anonymity, electronic recording, and display capabilities of CLS, which help mar the 
diversity in terms of communication; a positive attitude is recorded. It is noted that 
experience with a technology contributes to an individual’s attitude toward the technology 
(Gardner et al., 1993). This experience is more relevant in heterogeneous groups than in 
the homogeneous groups, which accordingly display less positive attitude. It is noted that 
users may reject a technology if they are not allowed to learn about the advantage of the 




Figure 6.3 Interaction effects of leadership and group size on satisfaction 
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technology through experience (Griffith and Northcraft, 1996).  
 
Learners in groups without leadership generate more positive attitude toward CLS than 
those in groups with leadership. Satisfaction has been previously found to impact on 
learners’ perception about computer and communicational technology usage, and hence 
affects their attitude accordingly (Gardner et al., 1993). The lower satisfaction displayed 
by groups with leaders translates also into less positive attitude. In a way, learners with 
leaders perceive the technology to be incapable of overcoming the unfavorable influence 
of a leader.  
 
Large groups report less positive attitude than small groups. A possible explanation is that 
as group size increases, the perception of accuracy in identifying contributors of ideas 
decreases dramatically, as a result of the anonymity feature frequently embedded in 
collaborative technology. Nonetheless, the absence of a parallel effect in terms of 
satisfaction requires further research. 
 
6.2.4. Implications for Practice 
Empirical evidence can be used to develop practical guidelines that would better assist in 
structuring learning environments (Yu, 2001). Even though this study adopted a lab 
experiment with students as subjects, the results have implications for practitioners. 
 
Within the social constructivist paradigm, computer-mediated communication is a 
powerful means of bringing about the social construction of knowledge by making it 
possible for a group of practitioners with a shared goal to engage in collaborative talk 
irrespective of geographical location (Chee, 1996). CLS facilitate collaborative learning 
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in heterogeneous groups by smoothing the communication process; CLS are therefore 
expected to play an important role in virtual learning teams. As well, the findings 
highlight the role of leaders in collaborative learning for bettering performance, 
particularly in culturally heterogeneous groups. Arguing that the facilitation of leadership 
has been appreciated to a greater extent in heterogeneous (vs. homogeneous) or large (vs. 
small) groups, we propose that future research should look into ways to mitigate the 
negative influence of leadership on satisfaction, particularly in homogeneous and small 
groups. Our findings help sift out and provide initial insights into the effects of group size 
on learners’ attitude toward CLS usage. To this end, more efforts are needed for CLS 
design to incorporate features aimed at eliminating detrimental effects on communication 
processes caused by increased group size.  
 
6.3. Future Research 
Other than implications for practice, the current study has implications for future research. 
More studies are necessary to achieve a better understanding of the variable cultural 
diversity. The current research has defined cultural diversity exclusively in terms of 
nationality; however, more factors should be taking into consideration for future studies. 
Two examples are time and degree of heterogeneity. First, cultural diversity may be 
affected by the time factor. Although cultural background of a person is mainly inherited 
from the society where he originates from, it can change with time when he moves to a 
new society. Next, the concept of cultural diversity can be more precisely calibrated in 
terms of the extent of variety of cultures embedded in a given team. The current study can 
be used as a benchmark or a foundation to these studies so as to develop more thorough 
understanding or a theoretical model of cultural diversity. 
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Leadership had positive impact in terms of performance. In general, this finding tallies 
with the leadership literature that “groups with centralized leadership tend to organize 
more rapidly, be more stable in performance, and show greater efficiency” (Napier and 
Gershenfeld, 1985, p.49). Future research should look into ways to mitigate the negative 
influence of leadership on satisfaction and attitude towards CLS usage.  
 
Moreover, CLS cannot be adequately addressed without considering more pertinent 
contextual factors; this exploratory study has focused on cultural diversity, leadership and 
group size; future work should enhance the picture by examining other factors including 
task and system characteristics. The learning task in this study involved both intellectual 
and preference dimensions, future work should address how the task type affects the 
efficiency of CLS. Furthermore, the impact of text-based chatroom of CLS was the main 
feature studied in the current study. However, CLS embed a variety of communication 
technologies; among other things, the impact of synchronous vs. asynchronous setting 
warrants future work.  
 
6.4. Limitations 
This study has several limitations, majority of which suffered from the usual limitations 
of laboratory experiments. Like many other laboratory experiments, it produces evidence 
that may be low in generalizability. The current study has addressed only users working 
for a short time period and a task in which they had no vested interest; however, influence 
of cultural diversity and leadership may change in the long run. It should be noted that 
culture, as operationalized in this work, is restricted to use of language. 
 
Moreover, the tight control gained through the “scripting” of confederates might have, to 
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some extent, prevented us from studying the full effect of group size. As the information 
content provided by the confederates to the leaning process is the same across groups of 
different sizes, the size effect may have been reduced to a mere number effect. Aspects 





CLS are computer-supported systems for facilitating collaborative learning. CLS have 
received much research attention, as educators ponder upon the potential of collaborative 
learning environments. To understand the conditions under which the use of CLS would 
enhance learning efficiency, a laboratory experiment with a 2X2X2 factorial design was 
conducted, in the current study, to examine the interaction and main effects of cultural 
diversity, leadership, and group size on learners’ performance, satisfaction with process, 
and attitude toward CLS usage.  
 
The basic premise of collaborative learning is that learning emerges through shared 
understanding of learners. This highlights the criticality of the discussion session with 
regard to an individual’s learning process. In the CLS context, the potential advantage of 
heterogeneous groups, to make available a wider variety of skills, information and 
experience in the discussion session, is realized in the condition with leadership. Leader’s 
contribution in enhancing participation reduces member’s anxiety associated with being 
in heterogeneous environments; for that reason, members are more forbearing of possible 
dominant behaviors exhibited by the leader. At the same time, leadership lowers learners’ 
satisfaction with process in homogeneous groups, since members do not appreciate the 
facilitation provided by leaders. Further, leader’s facilitation in terms of resolving 
conflicts and preventing subgroups from forming is more valued in large groups as 
compared to that in small groups; this is because conflicts and subgroup-forming are 
more common in larger groups than in smaller groups. Consequently, leadership brings a 
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negative effect to learner’s satisfaction with process in smaller groups than in larger 
groups. Moreover, Learners’ attitude toward CLS usage was affected positively with 
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2. Computer usage and prior knowledge on collaborative learning  
Please circle the number that best fits your thoughts. O = often (3), S = sometimes 
(2), N = never (1). 
 
How often do you use the web to 
 O S N 
a. Take on-line quiz 
 
3 2 1 
b. Explore sites/links 
 
3 2 1 
c. Participate in the on-line chat 
 
3 2 1 
d. Have group discussion on the course material 
or assignment 
 





1. Satisfaction with process 
Please circle the number that best fits your thoughts. SA = strongly agree (5), A = 
agree (4), N = neutral (3), D = disagree (2), SD = strongly disagree (1). 
 
SA A N D SD 
a. I believe the group learning has helped to 
increase my understanding of the material in 
this mushroom course. 
 
5 4 3 2 1 
b. This course has been a great deal of fun. 
 
5 4 3 2 1 
c. This course has NOT been fun at all. 
 
5 4 3 2 1 
d. The group learning process has met my 
expectation. 
 
5 4 3 2 1 
e. My problems and questions can be answered 
by others during the discussion. 
 
5 4 3 2 1 
 
2. Attitude towards using CLS 
Please circle the number that best fits your thoughts. SA = strongly agree (5), A = 
agree (4), N = neutral (3), D = disagree (2), SD = strongly disagree (1). 
 
SA A N D SD 
a. All things considered, my using of the CLS 
for this learning section is a good idea. 
 
5 4 3 2 1 
b. All things considered, my using of the CLS 
for this learning section is a negative idea. 
 
5 4 3 2 1 
c. Unless I am rewarded for using such a CLS in 
some way, I see NO reason to spend extra 
effort in using it. 
5 4 3 2 1 
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d. In future, I will avoid a course that requires 
collaborative learning through a CLS. 
 
5 4 3 2 1 
e. I don’t mind taking a course that requires 
collaborative learning through a CLS. 
 
5 4 3 2 1 
 






Q1. Please indicate if the following mushrooms are edible or poisonous (3 marks). 
 
Please select your choice:  
a. Edible 
b. Poisonous 
c. Not sure 
 
[Answer: a (1mark)] 
 
Please select your choice: 
a. Edible 
b. Poisonous 
c. Not sure 
 
[Answer: b (1 mark)] 
 
Please select your choice: 
a. Edible 
b. Poisonous 
c. Not sure 
 
[Answer: a (1 mark)] 
 












e. None of above 
 
[Answer: e (1 mark)] 
 
Please indicate your reasons here: 
 
[Answer: 
A is Fly Agaric (1/2 mark); 
B is is Coprinus Atrame (1/2 mark); 
D is  False Morels (1/2 mark); 
C should be Avoided because it is a little brown mushroom (1/2 mark).] 
 
 
Q3. What should be done if someone eats a wild mushroom? (4 marks) 
 
[Answer: 
Go to see a doctor (1 mark); 
Bring the suspected poisonous mushroom to the doctor (1 mark); 
Make the patient throw up (1 mark); 
Ask the patient to drink more water (1 mark).]  
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APPENDIX D 
SCRIPTS FOR CONFEDERATE 
 
Condition 1: Group size = large; Cultural Diversity = homogeneity; Leadership = 
without leader. 
 
A, B, C, D, E, and F acted as ordinary group members. S refers to the subject. Part 1 and 
7 are used for warming up and concluding purpose; other parts address the quiz. 
  
Part  
1 A: Hihi… I find it difficult to name the mushrooms in the quiz because the pictures 
are quite different from those in the material. 
 
B: Hello. Yes, I have a similar feeling too. 
 
C: Are we supposed to decide what mushroom it is and then decide if it is edible? Or 
we judge directly based on its color n shape? 
 
A: What do u mean, C? 
 
D: How to judge directly, C? 
 
C: We can decide based on the information given in the “mushroom identification” 
part? 
 
E: O, gd idea! It is faster to do in this way. 
 
F: But I think it is better if we can figure out what mushroom it is first as the 
information given in the identification part is very brief.  
 
2 A: I Prefer F’s way of doing too. For the first picture in question 1, I think it is 
Boletes. My reason is that it looks very similar to the King Boletes, especially the 
black stem part. So, edible. 
 
B: Ok, they look alike to me. Agree to choose edible. 
 
C: Boletes? Are u sure?  
 
D: Boletes in the material has smaller caps, I think. 
 
A: But the color matches the boletes. If not, what else can it be? 
 
F: I think it is king boletes too, so edible. 
 
C: I will follow the majority and put it as edible also. 
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3 F: Then how about the second picture? I cannot recognize it. 
 
B: I guess it is Jack-O'-Lantern. Because according to the reading, Jack-O’-lantern 
usually grows under trees. And from the picture, we can see that this mushroom 
also grows under the tree.  
 
A: Really? But the color of Jack-O’-Lantern is orange. Personally, I find it similar to 
Lactarius Blennius. 
 
E: But the mushroom in the picture got darker color than lactarius blennius. Anyway, 




C: This picture looks like Jack-O’-Lantern except the color.  
 
D: I agree, its shape looks like jack-O’-Latern, which is flat-edged. But the color is 
confusing. 
 
F: B, how can u tell from the picture that the mushroom is under a tree… possibly to 
be on the tree. 
 
B: Can’t u see the dried leaves on the floor at the lower left corner? 
 
4 A: For the 3rd one, I choose edible. It is shiitake, the most common mushroom. 
Agree? 
 
B: Agree, so it is edible. If it is not edible, people will not waste that much energy to 
dry them. 
 
C: No problem for me.  
 
D: How can u be so sure? Maybe it is a trap. i think it looks like lactarius blennius. 
 
A: but lactarius blennius got different cap shape and lighter color. 
 
F: Anyway, I agree with A and I will put it as edible. 
 




B: Then how about question 2?  Shall we go one by one? 
 
F: I guess the answer is C, because A, B and D are all poisonous. 
 
C: Why A, B, and D r all poisonous? 
 
F: A is Fly Agaric, B is coprinus atrame, D is false morels, they are all poisonous.  
 
A: Then what is C? I think we should not choose any of them, just because we are 
not sure. We should never eat a wild mushroom unless we are sure it is edible. 
 
D: But there is always an option “none of above” in MCQ questions. 
 




A: Really? Can u remember its name? 
 
E: Hey, in the material, it advises us to avoid all little brown mushrooms, so I prefer 
to choose none of them. 
 
A: Gd point, E. I will stick to None for sure! 
 
6 A: For the last question, I don’t have much idea except “Go to see the doctor”. 
 
B: Other than that, maybe we can try bring the poisonous mushroom to the doctor 




D: Do u think we should try to make the patient throw up? Like give him some pills. 
 
C: Pills? Are we supposed to do so? A bit risky. Maybe we should let the doctor to 
decide. 
 
F: But the problem is there might not be any doctors around. If there are some proper 
pills, I think we should give them to the patient. 
 
A: I agree to make him throw up, but not pills. 
 
E: How about drinking more water? 
 
B: Yes, drinking more water is always a good thing for health. 
 





Condition 2: Group size = large; Cultural Diversity = heterogeneity; Leadership = 
without leader. 
 
A, B, C, D, E, and F acted as ordinary group members. S refers to the subject. Part 1 and 




1 A: Harlow… Me think quite difficult to name the mushrooms in the quiz leh, coz the 
pictures are very different from those in the materials. 
 
B: Yo yo, ya loh, same same here. 
 
C: We supposed to decide what mushroom n then decide whether it is edible, izit? Or 
we just decide based on its color n shape? 
 
A: Har? What do u mean, C? 
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D: Can decide directly meh? How ah? 
 
C: Can judge based on the information given in the “mushroom identification” part 
mah. 
 
E: Orrr, ya hor… clever, haha! Like this can save time also. 
 
F: But then play safe hor, I think we should figure out what mushroom it is first, cos 
the information given in the identification part is very brief only.  
 
2 A: I also prefer F’s way of answering the quiz. I think the first pic in Q1 is Boletes 
leh. Because hor … it looks very similar to the King Boletes, especially the black 
stem part lor. So should be edible one. 
 
B: Orrr… ok ok they look alike. Then should be edible lor. 
 
C: Boletes? Sure or not? 
 
D: But the boletes pic in the material got smaller caps leh. 
 
A: But the color matches the boletes leh. If not, then what else can it be rite? 
 
F: Me find it looks like king boletes also, should be edible. 
 
C: Since so many of u think it is edible, I will put edible also. 
 
3 F: Then the second picture leh? I cant recognize it leh. 
 
B: I guess hor … it is Jack-O'-Lantern because we can see that it grows under the 
tree. According to the reading, JOL also grows under tree. 
 
A: Sure or not? But the color of JOL is orange. Iz it more like Lactarius Blennius? 
 
E: Not lactarius blennius lar… it got darker color mah. I will choose poisonous cos I 
sure wun dare to eat that mushroom lor.. ahaha. 
 
A: WAH LIAO.. like that also can!? 
 
C: Me think the picture looks similar to jack-O’-Lantern except different in color lor. 
 
D: Yah lor, its flat-edged shape looks like JOL, yet its color confuses me leh. 
 
F: B, how can u be so sure that the mushroom is under a tree or not ? Can be also on 
the tree wat? 
 
B: Cos of the dried leaves is on the floor at the lower left corner lor. 
 
4 A: For the third one hor, I think it is quite obvious leh. Shiitake. Correct? 
 
B: I also think so, should be edible lar. If it is not edible rite, people wun waste that 
much energy to dry them. 
 
C: Follow, edible. 
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D: How come u all so sure ah? It may be a trap… me think it looks like lactarius 
blennius. 
 
A: But lactarius blennius got different cap sappe n lighter color leh. 
 
F: Whatever lar… I will follow A and will put it as edible. 
 




B: Then question 2 leh? Need to go thru one by one? 
 
F: The answer is C izit? Cos  A, B and D are all poisonous mah. 
 
C: How come A, B and D r all poisonous? 
 
F: Becos hor, A is Fly Agaric, B is coprinus atrame, D is false morels. They all 
poisonous wat. 
 
A: How about C leh? Think we should not choose any of them if we are unsure. Wild 
mushroom may also be poisonous leh… play safe mah. 
 
D: Hey, the “none of above” option is always in MCQ is it? 
 
C: Actually my answer is C also. Me may have seen them in NTUC before leh. 
 
A: Izit? Can name it? 
 
E: Harlow~~~~~ Somemore the material also advises us not to take any little brown 
mushrooms. I still prefer the answer none of them, play safe mah. 
 
A: Gd pt, E! Definitely go for None then! 
 
6 A: The last Q hor… don’t know what to write, so i just write “go to see the doctor”. 
 
B: Ya lor, similar to urs, but maybe can add “bring the suspected poisonous 
mushroom to the doctor, so that the doctor can understand the situation better.” 
 
F: Confirm plus guarantee 
 
D: Maybe we should make the patient throw up by giving him some pills? 
 
C: Sure or not? Pills leh? Too dangerous lah... we should leave it to the doctor. 
 
F: But there might not be any doctors nearby mah. If there r some proper pills, I 
think we should give them to the patient. 
 
A: Making him throw up is ok, but no pills lar pls. 
 
E: Then how about asking him to drink more water ah? 
 
B: Can also. 
 
7 A: Yeah! We r done! FINALLY... 
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Condition 3: Group size = large; Cultural Diversity = homogeneity; Leadership = 
with leader. 
 
L acted as a leader; A, B, C, D, and E acted as ordinary group members. S refers to the 




1 L: Hello everybody, how do u all find the quiz? It is not straightforward because the 
pictures in the quiz are quite different from those in the material, agree?  
 
A: Hi. Yes, I have a similar feeling. 
 
B: Hello. Yes agree. 
 
C: Are we supposed to decide what mushroom it is and then decide if it is edible? Or 
we judge directly based on its color n shape? 
 
L: What do u mean, C? 
 
D: How to judge directly? 
 
C: We can only decide based on the information given in the “mushroom 
identification” part? 
 
E: O, gd idea! It’s faster to do in this way 
 
L: But I think it is better if we can figure out what mushroom it is first as the 
information given in the identification part is very briefly. C and E, what’s your 
idea? 
 
E: Both approaches are fine with me. 
 
C: Me too, maybe to find out what mushroom they are is better for score. 
 
L: Ok. So any objection? 
 
2 L: Ok, let’s start our discussion. For the first picture in question 1, I choose edible. 
My reason is that it looks very similar to the King Boletes, especially the black 
stem part. Any idea? 
 
B: Ok. Yes, they look alike to me. Agree to choose edible. 
 
L: So how about the rest? 
 
C: Boletes? Are u sure? 
  
D: Boletes in the material has smaller caps, I think. 
 
A: But the color matches the boletes. If not then what else can it be? 
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B: I think it is the king boletes too, so edible.  
 
L: E, what’s your idea?  
 
E: If I will follow the majority and put it as edible too. 
 
L: C (, S), and D, what is your initial answer since u seems not agree with the answer 
Boletes? 
 
C: After listening to all of ideas, I agree to boletes now. 
 
D: Me too. 
 
L: So everyone agrees?  
 
3 L: Ok, so this one we chose edible. Question 2?  
 
A: I have no idea about this one. 
 
B: I guess it is Jack-O'-Lantern, because according to the readining, Jack-O’-lantern 
usually grows under trees. And from the picture we can see that this mushroom 
grows under the tree. 
 
A: Really? But the color of Jack-O’-Lantern is orange. I  find it more similar to 
Lactarius Blennius. 
 
E: But the mushroom in the picture has darker color than lactarius blennius. Anyway, 




B: ok…that can be a reason  
 
L: how about the others? C, D and S, what is your answer? 
 
C: This picture looks like Jack-O’-Lantern except the color.  
 
D: I agree. its shape looks like jack-O’-Latern, which is flat-edged. But the color is 
confusing. 
 
L: B, how can u tell from the picture if the mushroom is under a tree … possibly to 
be on the tree. 
 
B: Can’t u see the dried leaves on the floor at the lower left corner? 
 
L: Ic…but anyway, anyone disagrees to choose poisonous? S and F? 
 
4 L: Ok, choose poisonous for the 2nd. For the 3rd one, obviously it is the Shiitake, the 
most common mushroom. So edible. Any objection? Any other opinion? 
 
A: I also think it is Shiitake. If it is not edible rite, people will not waste that much 
energy to dry them, hehe. 
 
L: Gd pt, A. Any other idea? 
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C: No problem for me.  
 
E: Agree to choose edible. 
 
D: How can u all be so sure? Maybe it is a trap. I think it looks like lactarius 
blennius. 
 
L: But lactarius blennius has different cap shape and lighter color. 
 
B: Anyway, I agree that it is shiitake and I will put it as edible. 
 
A: Thank you :). I am a shiitake lover, truest me, it can’t be wrong. 
 
B: Me too, I love shiitake very much. Luckily we can easily find shiitake to eat here 
in Singapore.  
 
A: but got different ways of cooking. 
 
B: It tastes nice however u cook it  
 




A: Ok, sorry about that. 
 






L: Good, edible. My answer to qn2 is C because A, B and D are all poisonous. What 
do u think? 
 
C: Why A, B, and D are all poisonous? 
 
D: I agree with L. A is Fly Agaric, B is coprinus atrame, D is false morels. So I 
choose C as well. 
 
A: What is C? I think we should not choose any of them, just because we are not 
sure. We should never eat a wild mushroom unless we are sure it is edible. 
 
L: Emm… A, so u mean we should go for “none of above” right? And others? 
 
B: Actually my answer is C. I think it is a common mushroom that we can buy in 
NTUC. 
 
A: Really? Can you remember its name? 
 
E: Hey! In the material, it advises us to avoid all little brown mushrooms, so I prefer 
to choose none of them. 
 
A: Well done, E. I will stick to none for sure. 
 
L: Such being the case, how about the rest?  
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D: I agree to choose none, safer. 
 
L: C n S, what are your choices? 
 
6 L: ok, let’s move on. My answer to the last question is simple, just “Go to see the 
doctor”. Any other idea? 
 
B: Other than that, maybe we can try bring the poisonous mushroom to the doctor, so 
that the doctor can understand the situation better. 
 
L: It is a very good suggestion. Any more suggestions? We need more answers for 
this question. 
C: Do u think we should try to make the patient throw up by pills? 
 
A: Pills? I don’t think we should do so, too risky. We should let the doctor decide.  
 
L: Do the rest agree to give the patient pills? 
 
D: I think we should let the doctor decide on the pills. 
 
E: But the problem is there might not be any doctors around. If there are some proper 
pills, I think we should give them to the patient. 
 
B: I agree that we should make the patient throw up, but not necessarily pills. 
 
L: Any other suggestion? 
 
E: how about drinking more water? 
 
L: Yes, drinking more water is always good to health. Any other idea? 
 




Condition 4: Group size = large; Cultural Diversity = heterogeneity; Leadership = 
with leader. 
 
L acted as a leader; A, B, C, D, and E acted as ordinary group members. S refers to the 




1 L: Harlow, guys~~ How is the quiz ah? It is not tat straightforward lei. The pictures 
are quite different from those in the material lor, what do u think? 
 
A: Yoyo. Ya lor, same same here.  
 
B: halo. Ya lor, I agree. 
 
C: we supposed to decide what mushroom n then decide whether it is edible, izit? Or 
we just decide based on its color n shape? 
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L: What do u mean, C? 
 
D: Can decide directly meh, how ah? 
 
C: Can judge based on the information given in the “mushroom identification” part 
mah. 
 
E: O, yah hor.. clever! Like this can save time also! 
 
L: But then must play safe hor, I think we should figure out what mushroom it is first 
cos the information given in the mushroom identification part is very briefly only. 
C and E, what do u say? 
 
E: I anything one 
 
C: ok lor, maybe the safer way is better for score. 
 
L: OK.So anybody disagree? 
 
2 L: Ok, to make things fast, let’s start with the first picture in question one now. Q1 is 
edible. Because it looks very similar to the King Boletes lei, especially the black 
stem part. How? 
 
B: Maybe u are rite. Then should be edible lor. 
 
L: How about the rest? All choose edible? 
 
C: Boletes? Sure or not? 
 
D: but the boletes pic in the material got smaller caps leh. 
 
A: But then the color matches the boletes leh. If not, what else can it be ah? 
 
B: Me find that it look like king boletes also, so should be edible lah.  
 
L: E, any idea? 
 
E: since so many of u think it is edible, I will also put edible lah. 
 
L: C (,S), and D, what is ur answer ah? Since u dun agree with the answer Boletes. 
 
C: Now I agree with u all n think that it should be boletes lah. 
 
D: Same here. 
 
L: so anyone disagree? 
 
3 L: 1st one can lah, edible. Then  the second picture leh? 
 
A: I don’t know leh. 
 
B: Think should be Jack-O'-Lantern because hor … the picture showed that it grows 
under the tree leh, and the reading says JOL also grows under tree. 
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A: Sure or not? But the color of jack-O’-Lantern is orange. Iz it more like lactarius 
blennius? 
 
E: Not lactarius blennius lar… it got darker color mah. I will choose poisonous cos I 
anyhow dare not eat that mushroom liao… ahaha 
 
A: What Liao, like that also can!? 
 
B: Er.. ok, that can be also a reason  
 
L: what about the others? C, D and S, how? 
 
C: Me think it looks similar to jack-O’-Latern except for color lor. 
 
D: Ya lor, its flat-edged shape looks like the Jack-O’-Latern but then hor...its color 
confuses me leh. 
 
L: B, how can u be so sure that the mushroom is under a tree ah? Can also be on the 
tree wat? 
 
B: Coz of the dried leaves are on the floor at the lower left corner lor. 
 
L: Well, kind of… anyway anybody think it is not poisonous? S, F, how? 
 
4 L: 2nd one poisonous. The third one hor, I think it is quite obvious leh, it is Shiitake 
loh, the most common mushroom lor. Any objection? 
 
A: I also think it is shiitake, so it should be edible lar. If it is not edible rite, people 
wun waste that much energy to dry them mah, ahaha 
 
L: Gd pt, A. What about the others, agree or not? 
 
C: I got no problem also, edible. 
 
E: Agree. Edible. 
 
D: How come u all r so sure ah? It maybe a trap leh.. i think it look like lactarius 
blennius. 
 
L: But lactarius blennius got different cap shape n lighter color mah. 
 
B: Whatever lar, I agree with A and will put it as edible. 
 
A: Thx F :). I am a shiitake lover, trust me, wun be wrong. 
 
B: Me too, I love shiitake very much also. I always order the shiitake in the canteen. 
 
A: But I prefer other ways of cooking shiitake. 
 
B: I anything one, I find it nice however u cook it  
 





A: Paisei paisei. 
 
L: The rest leh, do u all agree to put it as edible or not? D, how? 
 
D: Ok, then. 
 
5 L: So it is edible loh. Then question 2 lei? I think hor …C is correct coz A, B and D 
are all poisonous mah. Correct or not? 
 
C: ? how come all poisonous? 
 
D: A: Cos A is Fly Agaric, B is coprinus atrame, D is false morels. They all 
poisonous wat. 
 
A: Then how about C? I think hor…we should not choose any of them just because 
we are not sure. Sekali it is poisonous how? 
L: So A, u mean we should choose “none of above” har? What about others? 
 
B: Actually my answer is C. Me may have seen them in NTUD leh. 
 
A: Izit? Can name it? 
 
E: Harlow~~ Somemore the material also asks us not to take little brown 
mushrooms. So I prefer none of them, play safe mah. 
 
A: Gd pt, E! Definitely go for none. 
 
L: Like this, the rest how? 
 
D: I follow, safer to choose none. 
 
L: C n S, what are ur choices? 
 
6 L: Ok, let’s move on. My answer to the last question very simple . “Go to see the 
doctor.”  Anything to add? 
 
B: Em.. u r rite. Maybe can also add “bring the suspected poisonous mushroom to 
the doctor, so that the doctor can understand the situation better. ” 
 
L: Gd suggestion. Any more? Think we need more answers for this questions. S, 
how? 
C: How about making the sick guy vomit, like giving him some pills? 
 
A: Definitely not! Too dangerous, we should leave it to the doctor.  
 
L: what about the rest? Agree to give the patent pills? 
 
D: I think we should leave it to the doctor to decide lah. 
 
E: But there might not be any doctors nearby mah. If there are some proper pills, I 
think we should give them to the patient. 
 
B: Can make the patient vomit, but not necessary need to be pills mah. 
 
L: Any other ideas? 
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E: Then how about asking the patient to drink more water? 
 
L: Can also. Any other idea? 
 




Condition 5: Group size = small; Cultural Diversity = homogeneity; Leadership = 
without leader. 
 
A and B acted as ordinary group members. S refers to the subject. Part 1 and 7 are used 
for warming up and concluding purpose; other parts address the quiz. 
  
Part  
1 A: Hihi… I find it difficult to name the mushrooms in the quiz because the pictures 
are quite different from those in the material. 
 
B: Hello. Yes, I have a similar feeling too. 
 
A: Are we supposed to decide what mushroom it is and then decide if it is edible? Or 
we judge directly based on its color n shape? 
 
B: But I think it is better if we can figure out what mushroom it is first as the 




2 A: For the first picture in question 1, I think it is Boletes. My reason is that it looks 
very similar to the King Boletes, especially the black stem part. So, edible. 
 
B: Boletes? Are u sure? Boletes in the material has smaller caps, I think. 
 




3 A: Then how about the second picture? I cannot recognize it. 
 
B: I guess it is Jack-O'-Lantern. Because according to the reading, Jack-O’-lantern 
usually grows under trees. And from the picture, we can see that this mushroom 
also grows under the tree.  
 
A: Really? But the color of Jack-O’-Lantern is orange. Personally, I find it similar to 
Lactarius Blennius. 
 
B: But the mushroom in the picture got darker color than lactarius blennius. Anyway, 





A: B, how can u tell from the picture that the mushroom is under a tree… possibly to 
be on the tree. 
 
B: Can’t u see the dried leaves on the floor at the lower left corner? 
 
4 A: Ok, I get what u mean. For the 3rd one, I choose edible. It is shiitake, the most 
common mushroom. Agree? 
 
B: Agree, so it is edible. If it is not edible, people will not waste that much energy to 
dry them. 
 




B: Then how about question 2?  Shall we go one by one? 
 
A: I guess the answer is C, because A, B and D are all poisonous. 
 
B: Why A, B, and D r all poisonous? 
 
A: A is Fly Agaric, B is coprinus atrame, D is false morels, they are all poisonous.  
 
B: Then what is C? I think we should not choose any of them, just because we are 
not sure. We should never eat a wild mushroom unless we are sure it is edible. 
 
A: But there is always an option “none of above” in MCQ questions. 
 
B: Hey, in the material, it advises us to avoid all little brown mushrooms, so I prefer 
to choose none of them. 
 
6 A: For the last question, I don’t have much idea except “Go to see the doctor”. 
 
B: Other than that, maybe we can try bring the poisonous mushroom to the doctor 




B: Do u think we should try to make the patient throw up? Like give him some pills. 
 
A: Pills? Are we supposed to do so? A bit risky. Maybe we should let the doctor to 
decide. 
 
B: But the problem is there might not be any doctors around. If there are some proper 
pills, I think we should give them to the patient. 
 
A: I agree to make him throw up, but not pills. 
 
B: How about drinking more water? 
 
A: Yes, drinking more water is always a good thing for health. 
 




Condition 6: Group size = small; Cultural Diversity = heterogeneity; Leadership = 
without leader. 
 
A and B acted as ordinary group members. S refers to the subject. Part 1 and 7 are used 




1 A: Harlow… Me think quite difficult to name the mushrooms in the quiz leh, coz the 
pictures are very different from those in the materials. 
 
B: Yo yo, ya loh, same same here. 
 
A: We supposed to decide what mushroom n then decide whether it is edible, izit? Or 
we just decide based on its color n shape? 
 
B: But then play safe hor, I think we should figure out what mushroom it is first, cos 




2 A: I think the first pic in Q1 is Boletes leh. Because hor … it looks very similar to 
the King Boletes, especially the black stem part lor. So should be edible one. 
 
B: Boletes? Sure or not? But the boletes pic in the material got smaller caps leh. 
 
A: But the color matches the boletes leh. If not, then what else can it be rite? 
 
B: Ok, get what u mean. 
 
3 A: Then the second picture leh? I cant recognize it leh. 
 
B: I guess hor … it is Jack-O'-Lantern because we can see that it grows under the 
tree. According to the reading, JOL also grows under tree. 
 
A: Sure or not? But the color of JOL is orange. Iz it more like Lactarius Blennius? 
 
B: Not lactarius blennius lar… it got darker color mah. I will choose poisonous cos I 
sure wun dare to eat that mushroom lor.. ahaha. 
 
A: WAH LIAO.. like that also can!? 
 
A: B, how can u be so sure that the mushroom is under a tree or not ? Can be also on 
the tree wat? 
 
B: Cos of the dried leaves is on the floor at the lower left corner lor. 
 
4 A: Ok, got it. For the third one hor, I think it is quite obvious leh. Shiitake. Correct? 
 
B: I also think so, should be edible lar. If it is not edible rite, people wun waste that 
much energy to dry them. 
 





B: Then question 2 leh? Need to go thru one by one? 
 
A: The answer is C izit? Cos  A, B and D are all poisonous mah. 
 
B: How come A, B and D r all poisonous? 
 
A: Becoz hor, A is Fly Agaric, B is coprinus atrame, D is false morels. They all 
poisonous wat. 
 
B: How about C leh? Think we should not choose any of them if we are unsure. Wild 
mushroom may also be poisonous leh… play safe mah. 
 
A: Hey, the “none of above” option is always in MCQ is it? 
 
B: Harlow~~~~~ Somemore the material also advises us not to take any little brown 
mushrooms. I still prefer the answer none of them, play safe mah. 
 
6 A: The last Q hor… don’t know what to write, so i just write “go to see the doctor”. 
 
B: Ya lor, similar to urs, but maybe can add “bring the suspected poisonous 
mushroom to the doctor, so that the doctor can understand the situation better.” 
 
A: Confirm plus guarantee 
 
B: Maybe we should make the patient throw up by giving him some pills? 
 
A: Sure or not? Pills leh? Too dangerous lah... we should leave it to the doctor. 
 
B: But there might not be any doctors nearby mah. If there r some proper pills, I 
think we should give them to the patient. 
 
A: Making him throw up is ok, but no pills lar pls. 
 
B: Then how about asking him to drink more water ah? 
 
A: Can also. 
 






Condition 7: Group size = small; Cultural Diversity = homogeneity; Leadership = 
with leader. 
 
L acted as a leader; A, B acted as an ordinary group member. S refers to the subject. Part 1 
and 7 are used for warming up and concluding purpose; other parts address the quiz. 
  
Part  
1 L: Hello everybody, how do u all find the quiz? It is not straightforward because the 
pictures in the quiz are quite different from those in the material, agree?  
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A: Hi. Yes, I have a similar feeling. 
 
L: I think it is better if we can figure out what mushroom it is first as the information 
given in the identification part is very briefly. What’s your idea? 
 
A: Both approaches are fine with me. 
 
2 L: Ok, let’s start our discussion. For the first picture in question 1, I choose edible. 
My reason is that it looks very similar to the King Boletes, especially the black 
stem part. Any idea? 
 
A: Boletes? Are u sure? Boletes in the material has smaller caps, I think. 
 




3 L: Ok, so this one we chose edible. Question 2?  
 
A: I have no idea about this one. 
 
L: I guess it is Jack-O'-Lantern, because according to the readining, Jack-O’-lantern 
usually grows under trees. And from the picture we can see that this mushroom 
grows under the tree. 
 
L: A and S, what is your answer? 
 
A: I agree. But its shape looks like jack-O’-Latern, which is flat-edged. But the color 
is confusing. 
 
L: Ic…but anyway, anyone disagrees to choose poisonous? S and F? 
 
4 L: Ok, choose poisonous for the 2nd. For the 3rd one, obviously it is the Shiitake, the 
most common mushroom. So edible. Any objection? Any other opinion? 
 
A: I also think it is Shiitake. If it is not edible rite, people will not waste that much 
energy to dry them, hehe. 
 
L: Gd pt, A. Any other idea? S, how about u? 
 
A: I love shiitake. It tastes nice however u cook it. Luckily I can still get is easily in 
Singapore. 
 
L: okok, Shall we get back to our discussion? B: Sorry. 
 
A: Ok, sorry about that. 
 







L: Good, edible. My answer to qn2 is C because A, B and D are all poisonous. What 
do u think? 
 
A: Why A, B, and D are all poisonous? 
 
L: A is Fly Agaric, B is coprinus atrame, D is false morels. So I choose C too. 
 
A: What is C? I think we should not choose any of them, just because we are not 
sure. We should never eat a wild mushroom unless we are sure it is edible. 
 
L: Emm… A, so u mean we should go for “none of above” right? How about u, S? 
 
A: Hey! In the material, it advises us to avoid all little brown mushrooms, so I prefer 
to choose none of them. 
 
L: Such being the case, how about you, S?  
 
6 L: ok, let’s move on. My answer to the last question is simple, just “Go to see the 
doctor”. Any other idea? 
 
A: Other than that, maybe we can try bring the poisonous mushroom to the doctor, so 
that the doctor can understand the situation better. 
 
L: It is a very good suggestion. Any more suggestions? We need more answers for 
this question. What is your answer, S? 
 
A: Do u think we should try to make the patient throw up by pills? 
 
L: S, do u agree to give the patient pills? 
 
L: A, I think we should let the doctor decide on the pills. Do you agree? 
 
A: But the problem is there might not be any doctors around. If there are some 
proper pills, I think we should give them to the patient. 
 
L: I agree that we should make the patient throw up, but not necessarily pills. 
 
L: Any other suggestion? 
 
A: how about drinking more water? 
 
L: Yes, drinking more water is always good to health. Any other idea? 
 





Condition 8: Group size = small; Cultural Diversity = heterogeneity; Leadership = 
with leader. 
 
L acted as a leader; A acted as an ordinary group members. S refers to the subject. Part 1 





1 L: Harlow, guys~~How is the quiz ah? It is not tat straightforward lei. The pictures 
are quite different from those in the material lor, what do u think? 
 
A: Yoyo. Ya lor, same same here.  
 
L: To play safe hor, I think we should figure out what mushroom it is first cos the 
information given in the mushroom identification part is very briefly only. What 
do u say? 
 
A: I anything one. 
 
2 L: Ok, to make things fast, let’s start with the first picture in question one now. Q1 is 
edible. Because it looks very similar to the King Boletes lei, especially the black 
stem part. How? 
 
A: Boletes? Sure or not? But the boletes pic in the material got smaller caps leh. 
 
L: But the color matches the boletes leh. If not, then what else can it be rite? 
 
A: Ok, maybe u are rite. Then should be edible lor. 
 
3 L: 1st one can lah, edible. Then  the second picture leh? 
 
A: I don’t know leh. 
 
L:Think should be Jack-O'-Lantern because hor … the picture showed that it grows 
under the tree leh, and the reading says JOL also grows under tree. 
 
L: How? B and S, u say leh? 
 
A: Ya lor, its flat-edged shape looks like the Jack-O’-Latern but then hor...its color 
confuses me leh. 
 
L: Well, kind of… anyway anybody think it is not poisonous?  
 
4 L: 2nd one poisonous. The third one hor, I think it is quite obvious leh, it is Shiitake 
loh, the most common mushroom lor. Any objection? 
 
A: I also think it is shiitake, so it should be edible lar. If it is not edible rite, people 
wun waste that much energy to dry them mah, ahaha 
 
L: Gd pt, A. S, u agree or not? 
 
A: I am a shiitake lover, I find it nice however u cook it  
 
L: SO...can we get back to our discussion.  
 
A: Sori, Paisei paisei. 
 
L: All agree to put it as edible or not?  
 





L: So it is edible loh. Then question 2 lei? I think hor …C is correct coz A, B and D 
are all poisonous mah. Correct or not? 
 
A: ? how come all poisonous? 
 
L: A: Cos A is Fly Agaric, B is coprinus atrame, D is false morels. They all 
poisonous wat. 
 
A: Then how about C? I think hor…we should not choose any of them just because 
we are not sure. Sekali it is poisonous how? 
 
L: So A, u mean we should choose “none of above” har? S, u say? 
 
A: Harlow~~ Somemore the material also asks us not to take little brown 
mushrooms. So I prefer none of them, play safe mah. 
 
L: Like this, S how? 
 
6 L: Ok, let’s move on. My answer to the last question very simple . “Go to see the 
doctor.”  Anything to add? 
 
A: Em.. u r rite. Maybe can also add “bring the suspected poisonous mushroom to 
the doctor, so that the doctor can understand the situation better. ” 
 
L: Gd suggestion. Any more? Think we need more answers for this questions. S, 
how? 
A: How about making the sick guy vomit, like giving him some pills? 
 
L: S, agree to give the patent pills? 
 
L: I think we should leave it to the doctor to decide lah, A, izit? 
 
A: But there might not be any doctors nearby mah. If there are some proper pills, I 
think we should give them to the patient. 
 
L: Can make the patient vomit, but not necessary need to be pills mah. 
 
L: Any other ideas? 
 
A: Then how about asking the patient to drink more water? 
 
L: Can also. Any other idea? 
 





COLLABORATIVE LEARNING SYSTEM 
 
A collaborative learning system was developed to provide a science lesson about 
identifying poisonous mushrooms. The system consists of three components, reading 
materials, online quiz, and chat-room.   
 
Figure E.1 captures the homepage of the website. Besides links to the three components, 
Instructions are integrated into the system to guide subjects in completing the experiment 
according to the designed procedures.  
 
 
Figure E.1 Homepage 
 
1. Reading Material 
The reading material provides information closely related to the quiz, which the subject is 
required to take in this experiment. The material is divided into four sections, general 
mushroom identification (see Figure E.2), edible mushrooms (see Figure E.3), poisonous 
mushrooms (see Figure E.4), and cultivated mushrooms (see Figure E.5).  
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Figure E.2 General mushroom identification  Figure E.3 Edible mushrooms 
 
  
Figure E.4 Poisonous mushrooms   Figure E.5 Cultivated mushrooms 
 
2. Online Quiz 
This component consists of four steps for the data collection of this study, namely 
preexperimental questionnaire, quiz, quiz answer modification and postexperimental 
questionnaire.  
 
Prior to the experimental session, the subject completed a questionnaire aimed at ensuring 
no preexperimental differences in terms of computer experience and collaborative 
learning (see Figure E.6). Next, the subject studied the materials provided by the system 
in an individual capacity and took the quiz (see Figure E.7, Figure E.8, and Figure E.9). 
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The subject then discussed with the other members (confederates) on the quiz in the chat-
room (see the next section). After the discussion, the subject was allowed to modify his 
answers, which were evaluated to measure the performance variable. Finally, the subject 
completed a questionnaire on satisfaction with process and attitude toward CLS usage 
(see Figure E.10). 
 
  
Figure E.6 Preexperimental questionnaire                  Figure E.7 Quiz (1) 
  
               Figure E.8 Quiz (2)       Figure E.9 Quiz (3) 
 




The text-based chat-room facilitated collaboration among group members. Figure E.11 
captures the log-in page of the chatroom. To log in, the subject keys in his nickname and 
enters the chatroom “MushroomLearning”. Next he can exchange his ideas with his group 
mates in the chat room (see Figure E.12). 
 
  
Figure E.11 Login page of the chatroom      Figure E.12 Chatroom 
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